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SEX ON THE 
FIRST DATE!

Bachelor Richie 
confesses to OK!

POINT!

Kim & KanyeHE ADMITS HOW THEIR
INSTANT CHEMISTRY AND

‘DEEP CONNECTION’ 
BLEW HIM AWAY

‘HE’LL BE 
THE BEST 

DAD!’

EXCLUSIVE

HOW TAY
TRAPPED 

TOM

ALEX & MARGOT
CAUGHT OUT!



The everyday MasterChef needs 
the best tools, every day 
With all the things you do with food, having the right kitchen utensils for the different jobs makes life 
a lot easier. Especially when good quality comes at a truly affordable price. Many of our other IKEA 
favourites will also feature throughout the series, so keep your carrots, potatoes and eyes peeled.

IKEA Australia is proud to partner with this year’s series of MasterChef. 

DROPPAR frosted glass containers are
dishwasher safe and show off what
you’ve stored without looking messy.Slip the pot stand underneath

a pot with a magnetic bottom
and it hangs on when you lift
and carry the pot.

DROPPAR jar with lid $9.99 
Frosted glass. Stainless steel. 1.8L.

$6.99/ea
IKEA 365+ GUNSTIG 
pot stand 
Magnetic. Red and dark grey.

$6.99

IDEALISK jug $9.99
Graduated. Stainless steel. 1L.

DRÖMMAR baking tin $6.99
Red. 26x20cm.

DESSERT measuring cups 
$2.99/set of 4 
Red. Stainless steel. 1/4 - 1 cup.

IRIS oven
glove $2.99
Grey.

SPRITTA citrus squeezer $4.99 
Transparent. Yellow. Stainless steel.

ORDNING scales $39.99 
Stainless steel.

$19.99

See the full range in store now, or be inspired at 
IKEA.com.au/MasterChef
Prices valid ACT, NSW, Qld, Tas & Vic only. © Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2016

As featured on
MasterChef Australia

A U S T R A L I A

KONCIS balloon 
whisk $3.99 
Stainless steel.



Y
ou
know
you
have  

a serious Bach 
obsession 
when you need 
a fix so bad 

between seasons you start 
binge-watching a show based 
on the show. Here at OK! we’ve 
been kind of loving ‘fiction’ 
series Unreal, about a Bachelor-
style dating show based in the 
US (p72). It’s totally OTT and

ard to 

turn away from. This week we
went behind the scenes
at the new Bachelor digs here
in Oz, and it’s the most lavish 
location yet. With $450 goblets 
for the ladies and over 500 roses 
called in for rose ceremonies,  
it gives the American Bachelor 
set a run for its money (read all 
our BTS secrets on p70). We also 
spent the day with super-sweet 
Bach Richie, who spilled a few 
sexy secrets of his own (p34)!
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FENDI’S

90TH 

ANNIVERSARY 

Pizza and wine  
– Bella Hadid 

knows there’s no 
better way to 
celebrate a 

successful show! 

‘One of the most 
beautiful shows  
last night with  
@fendi,’ gushed  
an ethereal Kendall

KateHudson
stunnedina powder
bluegown. ‘Fendi
ready@Fendi
#WhenInRome,’
sheposted
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rom Cate Blanchett
and Paris Hilton,
to Olivia Palermo,
Kendall Jenner and
Bella Hadid, a bevy
of famous faces

cked to fashion hotspots
ance and Italy for Paris

Couture Week and Fendi’s
90th Anniversary runway
show in Rome. ‘Such an
incredible and unreal
experience closing my
first @fendi show at
the Trevi Fountain…
Wow!’ gushed Bella.

floc
Fra

PARIS
FASHION
WEEK

OUR BEST-DRESSED STARS STEP
OUT TO CELEBRATE FASHION

MischaBarton
wasgorgeousin
block-coloured

Blumarineat
theBulgari

jewellerybash

OliviaPalermoand
hubbyJohannes

Hueblsetthestylebar
highattheValentino

HauteCouture
fashionshow

Daddy-daughter
duoWilland

WillowSmithhit
uptheChanel

HauteCouture
showtogether

Stunning Bella 
rocked the 

runway at the 
Alexandre 

Vauthier Haute 
Couture event

Vanessa Paradis 
was typically cool 

at the Chanel 
fashion show

‘Loved wearing this  
@Labourjoisie gown 

tonight at the 
#LoveBall in #Paris,’  

wrote a rather cheeky 
Paris Hilton

Celeb

STYLE SET!

A chic Cate was 
front row at the 
Armani Privé show 



THIS

WEEK

Two of Madonna’s four children
d from Malawi, but

was her nation of
ice to take the kids

a charity mission
arlier this month.
The visit comes
after her 10-year-
old son David

anda’s biological 
ther Yohane 

Banda spoke out against the
Queen of Pop, 57, claiming:
‘The only reason I let Madonna
adopt David was because she
promised me she would give
him a good education and then
he could come home to live with
me.’ Yohane also believes his
son was unfairly caught up in
Madge’s custody battle against 
Guy Ritchie for son Rocco.

AFRICAN PILGRIMAGE
Madonna’sMadonnais inKenyafor

philanthropicwork–buther
son’sbiologicalfatherisfar

from impressed with her 

LourdesandMadonna
met‘MamaSofie’and

someofher14kids
while in Kenya
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‘SHE’S WITH
NORMAN’

Heartbroken Josh

Fans of long-time lovers
Diane Kruger and
Joshua Jackson were
left gob-smacked back
in December when the
actress was allegedly
spotted ‘straddling’
her Sky co-star Norman
Reedus in a dark bar.
Fellow diners claimed
the pair were ‘making
out on top of each other,
holding hands’. 

Now, sadly, it looks
like Diane, 40, and Josh,
38 – who’ve been
together for 10 years
– may have actually
called it quits, after an
article on website Blind
Gossip, which is believed
to be about Diane and
Norman, 47, told of
a pair who’ve been
holidaying through
Europe ‘as a couple’.

The site insists the
duo were spotted
at ‘A party in Italy, 
a plane to
Amsterdam, a
dinner in France.
These were not
work events. This
was all personal
travel.’ It also tips
that the celebs in
question will come
out as a couple
by the end of the
year, suggesting
the German
actress and Josh
could be kaput! 

HasDiane’s

Skyco-star

Normancome

betweenthe

much-loved

couple?



PARTYWITH 
KENDALL!

T
he Bahamas is
a long way from
New York. And
while Kourtney
Kardashian chose
to celebrate her

daughter Penelope’s fourth
birthday in the tropical
paradise, Pene’s dad Scott
Disick was noticeably absent
from the festivities – choosing
instead to hit the town with
Kourtney’s younger sister
Kendall Jenner!

‘Scott didn’t go to the
Bahamas because he is trying
to take his sobriety seriously
and a tropical vacation would
be a massive trigger for him,’
a friend of the self-proclaimed
Lord alleges. ‘He wouldn’t be
able to help himself, and he
knows e wo l st rt ri i

on the plane.’ The pal adds,
‘Physically being there for
Kourtney and his kids would
actually end up in him ruining
their trip.’

But Scott’s absence from
Penelope’s birthday trip would
surely have Kourt, 37,
concerned, especially in light of
recent allegations that Scott’s
been bragging about intimate
dalliances with her younger
sisters Kendall, Kylie and Khloé!

‘Scott’s become very loose-
lipped when he gets drunk,’
spills another friend of the
reality star. ‘It’s unbelievable
the stories he tells! He says
proudly how the only sister he
hasn’t slept with is Kim. And he
even boasts that he could have
slept with [mum] Kris [Jenner] 
if e w te to.’ c

THE LORD CHOOSES NEW YORK 
OVER SEEING HIS DAUGHTER

BIRTHDAY
NO-SHOW

While Penelope was
surrounded by family for her
fourth birthday celebrations,

she was no doubt missing
dad Scott – who was also

absent from her third 
birthday.

Scottchosea
weekendinNew
YorkwithKendall
overtheBahamas
with his daughter 

Scott ditches Penelope’s 

birthday to...

Peneenjoyed

abirthdaysnuggle

‘on mommy’s lap’
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he countdown is on
ntil this line-up of
ummy mummies bring 
heir bubs into the world 
and while they’re 
urrently strutting 
idewalks and red 
arpets in tip-top 
ondition, one expecting 

A-lister is having trouble 
eeping her naughty 
reg cravings at bay.
‘One of my weaknesses 

s that I love Coca-Cola,’ 
dmits Olivia Wilde, 

who’s pregnant with her 
econd child. ‘That’s 
omething that I’ll cut 
ut. I’m making baby 
teps toward a healthy 
festyle this time around.’ 
Fellow film star Blake 

Lively has been 
busy showing off  
her bump on  
red carpets 
everywhere. While 
a lot of mums find 
styling a bump 
daunting, Blake 
says, ‘It’s fun to 
dress [under] the 
circumstances!’

Meanwhile, with 
the clock clearly ticking 
for Bar Refaeli, fellow 
models Behati Prinsloo 
and Candice Swanepoel 
make pregnancy seem 
like a breeze! Friends say 
Behati is expecting a girl, 
while Candice confirms 
she’s carrying a boy – 
future couple alert?

They met on the set of That ’70s
Show almost 20 years ago, but it 
wasn’t until 2012 that Mila Kunis and 
Ashton Kutcher made their on-
screen romance a reality! 

Not that it’s been all smooth sailing 
for the now loved-up pair. ‘We went 
through a period where I thought he 
was crazy,’ Mila tells. ‘At the height of 
his career, I was like, “Ugh, I don’t like 
you. I don’t even know you anymore.  
You think you’re such hot shit.”’

Describing it as a ‘full friendship 
break-up,’ Mila says a few years 
passed before they finally 
reconnected… so well, in fact, that 
they eventually got hitched and had 
their daughter Wyatt!

‘There’s nothing we don’t know 
about each other because we’ve 
known each other for so long: the 
ugly, the bad, the good,’ says Mila, 
32, who’s now pregnant with the 

couple’s second child.
‘Children are f---ing crazy.

They’re also suicidal,’ Mila jokes
of her life today. ‘Like, at the
park, certain jungle gyms
have an opening for older
kids to jump out of. She’s  
[21 months]; she can’t jump.
She just walks off it as if  
she’s on a pirate ship.’

Sounds like Wyatt’s 
a daredevil, just like her 
38-year-old dad – but when
it comes to her little girl’s
‘sweet’ side, Mila has no ide
who she inherited that from

‘I have a really sweet
daughter,’ the doting mum
gushes. ‘She wants to hug a
the other kids. I didn’t teach
her to be sweet. It has nothi
to do with me. I’ve realised
you can control only so muc

Blossoming

BABY 
BUMPS!

okes
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OLIVIA 
WILDE

36  
WEEKS

BLAKE 
LIVELY

22   
WEEKS

BEHA
PRINSL

28
WEE

‘It truly is being married to 
your best friend,’ says Mila  
of life with Ashton – but she 
didn’t always feel that way
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CANDICE
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THEY’VE
POPPED!

With their wedding on hold
for now, there were rumours
swirling that Mariah Carey’s
relationship with James
Packer, 48, may have been
on the rocks.

But it looks like it’s all
smooth sailing again for
the celeb duo, after James
whisked Mariah away for
a romantic voyage around
the Italian island of Capri.

James has been treating
the 46-year-old songstress
like a princess while she’s
sailing aboard his superyacht,
with her five-year-old twins

Monroe and Moroccan in tow.
A personal hairdresser,

stylist and make-up artist for
Mariah are all said to have
joined the crew, with her
songs played on a constant
loop – her hit Hero apparently
on highest rotation.

James was also spotted
buying Mariah some fancy new
bling from a local Capri shop!

JAMES WOOS
WILD MARIAH!

Rekindling the romance…

‘#festive moments 
at #aurora #capri,’ 

Mimi captioned 
this pic with James

E
SECOND

PREGNANCY IS
DIFFERENT’

The actress admits she’s been
a lot less focused on her pregnancy

this time around. ‘With the first
one, I was constantly checking
the app: “What fruit size is the

baby?” Now I’m like,
“Wait, how far along

am I?”’

ICKY 
ILTON

LIV
TYLER

…todotingparents
toadorableWyatt

–withanother
bubontheway

MilaandAshton
havegonefrom

acoupleofgoofy
kidsonThat’70s

Show…
…withthe
romanticcruise
quietening
rumoursthat
sheandJames
areoverAnegligee-cladMimi

tookinsomeseaviews…

‘THE
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REFAELI
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‘Planeobsessed’
GeorgemetFlight

LieutenantJimHobkirk
–whilemumKatewason
goodbehaviourwatch!

GETSHISWINGS!
THE ROYAL TODDLER BECOMES THE
CENTRE OF ATTENTION ONCE AGAIN

T
he roaring engines and
monstrous aircraft on
display at the International
Air Tattoo at the Royal Air
Force base in Fairford,
England, on July 8 had

nothing on little Prince George, whose
super-cute outfit and antics totally
stole the show.

The two-year-old had the undivided
attention of his mother, Catherine,
Duchess of Cambridge, 34, while dad
Prince William, also 34, was keen to
reminisce about his days flying planes
for the Royal Air Force.

‘The Duke said he missed flying, he
wishes he could fly more and he said
he was envious of me,’ says the family’s
guide, Flight Lieutenant Jim Hobkirk.
‘As I suspected, Prince George was a bit
overawed with the noise and being
inside the helicopter. I think the
Duchess was concerned with trying
to make the young prince happy!’

He adds that George was ‘very
interested in the tail rotor’. ‘I imagine
the Duke has told him about
helicopters because he knew what
it was,’ reveals Jim. ‘He kept saying
“tail rotor!”’ Adorable!

Prince George

Prince George  
gave a big thumbs  
up to his Air Tattoo 
visit, which included 
sitting in the cockpit 
of a Red Arrows 
aircraft!

10  WWW.OKMAGAZINE.COM.AU 



Two years after giving birth
to her precious son River,
could Megan Gale be
expecting baby number
two? Industry insiders
tell OK! the 40-year-
old model-turned-
TV host, who’s
been dating AFL
player Shaun
Hampson, 28,
since 2011, has
been sporting
a rounder tummy
in recent weeks –
leaving some to believe
little River is going to
be a big brother soon!

Last week, Megan shared
a curious snap (right) on
Instagram with the caption:
‘Wish I could share more
about this little adventure

but more will be revealed
in a few months time.’ Are
congratulations in order?

BABY NO.2?

Reports surfaced last week
that Ellen DeGeneres and
Portia de Rossi were heading 
for Splitsville – but the 
Hollywood couple put those 
rumours well and truly to rest 
at the London premiere of 
Ellen’s new animated flick 
Finding Dory on July 10. 

‘My best discovery? Her,’ 
Ellen, 58, gushed of 43-year-

old Portia. ‘I would say
discovering true love.’

As the pair get ready  
to celebrate their eighth 
wedding anniversary on 
August 16, Portia admits she 
couldn’t be prouder of her 
wife – who voices Dory in the 
Finding Nemo sequel. ‘She’s 
incredible,’ Portia confirms. 
‘The performance is amazing.’

‘SHE’S MY
TRUE LOVE’

Ellen & Portia 
DENY SPLIT RUMOURS

Mummy Megan

Megan loves being 
a mum to River 

and she admits it 
‘would be lovely to 

do it again’

‘I HAVE
NEWS!’

An ‘exhausted’ Megan
promised to make a

proper announcement
soon. Hmm… is it the
pitter-patter of little

feet that’s making
her so tired?

‘She’s wonderful in it,’ 
gushes Portia of Ellen  
in Finding Dory. ‘I’m not 
just saying that because 
I’m her wife!’
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Paris Jackson

Uh-oh… It looks like
18-year-old Paris
Jackson may have
tied the knot with
her boyfriend of
just a few months,

Michael Snoddy!
The daughter
the late pop
ar Michael
ckson and he
-year-old beau were
otted wearing matching

ands on their ring fingers
uring a Fourth of July
arty in Malibu, hinting that
hey’d already made their
ove official.

And while the Jackson
clan are said to have

ations about the 
ed-up teenage

eam being with
he tattooed
rocker, his mother 
Sandy Boswell
nsists the couple’s 
elationship is

real deal.
e didn’t have

who she was to
begin with; he just fell for her
because they have a lot of the 
same interests and there was
a connection,’ Sandy explains.
And despite the fact the pair
met in rehab, Sandy adds that
her ‘newly sober’ son ‘isn’t
trouble; he’s a romantic’.

We really hope so.

TENNIS TIFF!
Bradley & Irina’s

Is there trouble brewing
between Bradley Cooper and
Irina Shayk? The duo spent
most of the Wimbledon men’s
final on July 10 seemingly
involved in a lovers’ tiff, which
ended with Irina, 30, in tears!

The Russian model was seen
crying following a heated
exchange, and fans speculate
it might have something to do
with the 41-year-old actor’s ex,
Suki Waterhouse.

‘Maybe she was upset
because Suki popped in to see
the game as well,’ wrote one
commentator, while another
joked, ‘She looks bored’.

Either way, it’s not a great 
look for the pair, who were 
apparently talking marriage 
and babies not long ago!

 
(UN)HAPPY 

COUPLE?
A little more than a year 

after they went public with 
their romance, Irina and 
Brad ‘really never seem 

that happy together,’ 
quips one fan.
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‘H
a clue w

‘He’saverysweet,
kindandrespectful
person,’Sandy
(inset)saysof
Michael

‘They have spoken 
about having a 
family soon,’ a pal 
revealed last month

THIS

WE
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ALREADY 
MARRIED?

Nice ring 

you’ve  

got there, 

Paris!



Michael & Zoe

‘I DON’T STARVE MY KIDS’

SECRET BACHIE HOOK-UP!

Kristin hits back

Another Bachelor-Bachelorette love 
match has fizzled after onlookers claim 
ex-contestants Michael Turnbull and Zoe 
O’Brien engaged in an ‘awkward display 
of words’ at a Sydney pub on Sunday.

‘She was saying how disappointed she 
was in the way he’d treated her,’ a patron 
claims. ‘She said she really liked him until 
he told her to shush the next morning.’

OK! caught up with Michael, 35, who 
was shocked at the claims. 

‘I was down at the Coogee Pavilion…
but [the argument is] news to me,’ he
says, insisting there was no ‘hook-up’
the night before. ‘No, we’re professional. 
We were there for a team conference.’

Zoe later took to Instagram to post 
a rather sad message: ‘If they played 
with your emotions, let your medicine 
be maturity. If they broke you, let your 
medicine heal… You are, no doubt, 
worthy of being valued for who you are.’

Kristin Cavallari has shut down trolls 
who have accused her of ‘starving’ her 
sons Camden, three, and Jaxon, two. 
After she shared a holiday snap of the 
kids on July 4, the critics pounced.

‘To see the bones just doesn’t seem 
normal, sorry!’ wrote one, with another 
bully calling the picture ‘shocking’.

The 29-year-old returned fire: ‘Yep, 
I starve my children. Just blocked the 
most people I’ve ever blocked in my 

i life. Happy 4th hahaha.’ 
t the mum-of-three 

asn’t short of support
rom her fans. ‘Oh for
goodness sake, these
boys look absolutely
perfect,’ wrote one
mpassioned follower.

NEW COUPLE?
Rita Ora and Lewis 

Hamilton have 
been spotted on 

a very sexy ‘secret 
sunshine break’, 

hosing each other 
down and wildly 

flirting by the pool! 

REVENGE
ROMANCE

Kanye West and
Khloé Kardashian’s
exes Amber Rose

and French
Montana were
looking ‘pretty
cute’ in a club.

SAVE THE
DATE!

Peter Stefanovic
proposed to Sylvia
Jeffreys during a

European holiday!
He captioned a
cute snap, ‘She

said yes’. Congrats!

BITES
Love

MR &
Are on
couple
Tyga e
star te
she ca
‘Mr & M
has a h
on TH

entire life
Bu
wa

fr
g
b
p
im

& MRS?
n again/off again
e Kylie Jenner and
engaged? The reality
eased fans after
ptioned a snap,
Mrs’ – plus she
huge diamond 
AT finger.gg

Zoe and Michael are regulars on 

the Bachie social circuit. ‘We’re 

good friends,’ says Michael
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Zoe was at 
Michael’s 

inspirational  
talk in Sydney  

last week



DIVORCE 
TALKS!

Kimye in crisis

TENSE FAMILY
OUTING JULY 9

‘Kimisembarrassedby
Kanye,’saysaninsider.

‘Histiradesandbehaving
likehe’sGodare

cringe-worthy for her’
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THEIR MARRIAGE 
REACHES
BREAKING POINT
AS THE COUPLE
FIGHT NON-STOP

H
is temper tantrums and
childish behaviour towards
industry competitors have
made Kanye West a human
headline – and now it
seems Kim Kardashian is

on the receiving end of his bratty attitude
In the latest episode of Keeping Up with

the Kardashians, the 35-year-old star
admits that Kanye is furious at her for
missing the shoot for his Highlights musi
video during a trip to Iceland.

‘I just don’t want to disappoint Kanye,’ 
she says, looking stressed about the
situation. ‘I feel so bad and so guilty.’

Kanye, 39, can be seen ignoring the
reality star while she ponders her next
move. ‘One thing I was out here to do,
I missed. I usually have my shit together,’
Kim laments. ‘I don’t know what the right
thing to do is.’

The on-screen argument is a rarity for
the famous couple, who tend to keep their
lovers’ tiffs away from the cameras. And
Kanye cutting short his solo trip to Berlin
this month to spend time with their
three-year-old daughter North – while
keeping a frosty distance from his wife
– could be evidence of a bigger problem.

In fact, insiders allege
Kim has been in talks with
divorce lawyers as her
marriage begins to crumble.

‘Kim tried hard to save this marriage,
but it’s become unbearable,’ claims
a mole. ‘Kris finally told her that Kanye
was ruining their brand and draining
their money – and that she should end
it as soon as possible. I believe Kim’s
already secretly spoken to divorce
attorneys.’ And this means their joint
$300 million empire could be at stake.

But it’s not just Yeezy’s epic tanties
that have Kim miffed! It’s also what the
rapper isn’t doing that’s said to be
causing a rift. ‘Kim tells her sisters that
her sex life is going to shit and that Kanye

never makes her feel
sexy anymore,’ reports

a mole. When it comes to
giving her affection, adds the

spy, ‘he really sucks. Kanye blames the
kids and work for causing him to not
want to have sex, but Kim is starting to
get real sick of his stupid excuses. She
wants a husband who gives it to her on
a regular basis.’

Should the reality couple decide to
split for good, insiders claim Kim will
apply for full custody of North and
seven-month-old Saint, while Kanye will
hold onto any money he has left.

‘Kim and Kanye have been flirting with 
a split for over a year now,’ claims one
media outlet. ‘Kimye is officially over.’

INSIDE
THEIR ICY FIGHT
‘Heartbroken’ after

missing Kanye’s shoot in
Iceland, Kim was desperate

to make amends. ‘I just know
he’s more probably

disappointed in me,’ she
lamented, while Kanye 

had little to say.

Khloé’s sad discovery

LAMAR CHECKS INTO REHAB
Following his near-fatal drug
overdose in a Nevada brothel
last October, everyone
thought Lamar Odom would
be a changed man. But much
to the disappointment of
his estranged wife Khloé
Kardashian, the former
basketball pro has been seen
drinking several times since
his release from hospital.

But there’s been a new blow
for Koko, 32, who’s been
supporting Lam emotionally
and financially since his OD.
Khloé has had to boot the 

36-year-old from the
Calabasas mansion she
rented for him after ‘family
members found a crack
pipe on the property’.

But it seems this may have
been the push he needed  
to deal with his drug
and alcohol issues.
‘He’s actually in
a program,’ says
a pal. ‘He is doing
really well.
Lamar is taking
big steps to keep
up his sobriety.’

Apalsays
Lamarisnow
receivingthe
helpheneeds

tobattlehis
drugand

alcohol
demons
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Thepairenjoyed
aromanticdinner
ontheGoldCoaston
July10. ‘TomgivesTay
moreattentionthan
anyothermanshehas 
everbeenwith,’ 
shares a pal

Loyalsquadmembers
SelenaGomez,Hailee
Steinfeldandsinger
CamilaCabellodon’t
seemtomindSwifty’s 
controlling ways

OK! NEWS



SHE KILLS HER SQUAD
WITH KINDNESS
An insider has spilled the juicy deets of Taylor’s
recent Fourth of July blowout – and the itinerary
is so sweet it’s almost sickening! ‘It’s like a hen’s
do!’ spills the spy. ‘[There are] silly games you
have to play, guessing someone’s favourite sexual
position or how long they take a bath! Everyone
prays and holds hands before meals. There are
“feelings moments”, when each squad member
talks about what Fourth of July means to them.’

The snitch claims partygoer Ryan Reynolds ‘felt
it was like a cult’, adding that Tay insists everyone 
go by a cutesy nickname of her own creation. 

ModelMartha
HuntisaChez

Swift regular 

Gigihasalwaysranked
highly inthesquad.
‘Iloveyou@gigihadid!!’ 
Taypostedonher
bestie’s birthday

HOW TAYLOR
TRAPPED TOM

Charm offensive

Swift control

THE THOR STAR HAS FALLEN UNDER SWIFTY’S SPELL

A
lot can happen in four weeks
– just ask Tom Hiddleston!
Since he began dating pop star
Taylor Swift, it seems he’s been
completely overtaken by Swifty
mania, spotted wearing ‘I heart

TS’ tops and meeting her parents, not to
mention engaging in PDAs in Britain, the
US, Italy and, most recently, Australia.

It’s a huge turnaround for the private
British stage and screen star, who’s always
preferred living his life out of the spotlight.
But now it seems Tom has become fully 

entangled in Taylor’s web, ever since she
picked him as her perfect partner.

‘This is the kind of a man she would want
to marry,’ explains a friend, who says Swifty
particularly loves Tom’s English ways. ‘She
is getting very attached.’

Touching down in Sydney on July 8, the pair 
continued their sightseeing tour, heading
straight for the Gold Coast where Tom is
shooting the latest Marvel film, Thor: Ragnarok.

‘Taylor is going to use the time to see what
it feels like living with Tom,’ another friend
reveals. ‘She is treating it all like a honeymoon 

and is very excited to get to know him even
more than she already does.’

And we all know what often follows a
honeymoon… a baby! So, if Tay has any say in
it, Tom might become a father sooner rather
than later. ‘She’s said he would make a great
dad. They have talked about what they want
in the future and kids are something they
would both like down the line,’ says a pal.

After whisking Tom around the globe for 
romantic beach strolls and cosy family
luncheons, the singer clearly has him
under her spell. But while it’s all been 

CluckyTayis
prettysmitten

withhergodchild
Leo,palJaime

King’s son
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avish gifts and first-class private jets for 
Tom, not everyone is convinced by 
Taylor’s OTT romantic antics. 

An insider tells OK! exclusively, ‘Taylor 
never, ever lets go of Tom… [She] 

wouldn’t let Tom go to the toilet alone,’ 
ding that fellow actor Ryan Reynolds was 
fied when he witnessed Tom’s situation 

at Swifty’s recent Fourth of July bash with his 
wife (and TS bestie) Blake Lively.

‘Every five minutes, [Taylor] was trying to 
stage cutesy couple pics with him and Blake, 
rubbing Blake’s tummy as a hint to Tom, like, 
“Ooh we can do this too!”’ spills the mole. 
‘[Ryan] felt like Tom was a caged animal.’

Ryan, 39, was apparently in shock at the 
extreme level of sentimentality Taylor 
displayed. ‘Blake kept asking [him], “How 
come you’re not that romantic?”, and he 
would snap back “What is romantic about 
being a prisoner?!”’ claims the insider.

Whatever the case, one thing’s clear – 
T-Swizz believes she’s finally found her Mr 
Right. ‘She’s obsessed with him right now,’ 
another friend confirms. 

But insiders believe the dalliance could 
damage Tom’s career, ruining his chances of 
winning the coveted role as the next James 
Bond. ‘The way they have conducted their 
relationship in such a stage-managed way 
is undignified for a man set to play Bond. 
Producers believe he has gone from Zeitgeist 
to parody,’ reports the spy.

Despite friends’ fears that Tom’s headed for 
career suicide, he doesn’t appear to be 
listening. ‘They’ve fallen for each other very 
quickly,’ a pal of the couple says.  

Taking a page out of his ex TayTay’s book, Calv
Harris has released a new song that seems to
athinly veiled dig at the star – and is apparent
written from Tom Hiddleston’s perspective! W
Calvin’s camp insist the songwriting process
began long before he and Tay split, the lines
‘I ain’t seen you or been with you for weeks, b
I see online that you’ve begun to be a good
girl and take trips with your boyfriend, being
attentive, continue to pretend’ are thought
to point to Tay and Cal’s remaining time
together after she was spotted with Tom at
the Met Gala. ‘Good girl’ may also be anod
to Tay’s track Style, while there’s speculation
that the lyrics ‘Low key, you won’t tell none of
your friends about me,’ are a reference to
Tom’s Thor character, Loki. Interesting…

YOU’VE HIDDEN MY
NAME ON YOUR

PHONE SO YOU CAN
CALL ME TO TELL ME
YOU’VE BEEN GOING

THROUGH HELL

la

n
w

add
horri

S

MEET
THE PARENTS

Taylor wasted no time
launching a charm

offensive on Tom’s mum
Diana during a recent
getting-to-know-you

trip to the UK.
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Once proclaiming he 
was ‘insanely happy’ 

with Tay, Calvin’s new 
song Olé sings a 
different tune...





THEY’VE HAD THEIR UPS AND DOWNS, BUT
THE COUPLE ARE NOW BACK ON TRACK

Nicole 
& Joel

 D
ivorce rumours have plagued 
these two for years, but Nicole 
Richie and Joel Madden have 
managed to prove the haters 
wrong and work through their 
marriage problems. So what’s 

their secret solution to saving their union? 
NOT having another baby, apparently!

Unlike other famous celebrities who have 
fallen into the bandaid baby trap – using a 
new addition to the family to fix rocky 
relationship issues – this Hollywood power 
couple are said to be leaving their small brood 

at just two so they can turn their energy 
towards making the current situation work. 

‘Nicole and Joel have decided to stop having 
kids because they wanted to focus their 
attention on fixing their marriage and raising 
their two children [Harlow, eight, and Sparrow, 
six] the best they can,’ says a friend. 

Rumours of a split came to a head last year, 
when 34-year-old Nicole and her rocker hubby 
were spotted not wearing their wedding rings 
on several occasions. The couple, who married 
in 2010, were said to be on the brink of divorce, 
with Joel, 37, accused of cheating. 

However, despite the allegations, the pair
maintained a united front and appear to
have moved on with their lives. ‘Nicole and 
Joel are now going to marriage counselling 
and it has made things so much better for 
them,’ the insider spills.

Thanks to their supposed baby ban, the 
duo have been able to focus on the problems 
that are said to have plagued them 
throughout their five-year marriage, including 
long-held rumours of the fashion designer’s 
body image concerns. 

‘Nicole is dealing with her issues 
surrounding her weight and has really gotten 
comfortable in her skin lately,’ the pal claims. 
‘And Joel is meeting her halfway now. He is 
getting counselling to deal with anger issues.’
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OUR MARRIAGE 



‘We were partners  
from day one,’ Nicole 

says of her hubby

All signs pointed to a burgeoning calm
between the couple last month, when Nicole
penned a touching Instagram tribute to her
man on Father’s Day. ‘Thank you for making
me a mommy,’ she shared. ‘Thank you for
encouraging our children to be human
instead of perfect. And thank you for your
unconditional love, patience, & acceptance.
I hope our son turns out to be just like you.’

And with Joel there to support Nicole at the
launch of her House of Harlow 1960 label’s
collaboration with fashion empire Revolve on
June 2, the couple seem stronger than ever.

‘Neither one of them want to divorce
because they realised that they are still very
much in love,’ the insider adds. ‘They could
not imagine life without each other.’

THE KIDS 
COME FIRST

Nicole says she and Joel are 
determined to create a stable life 
for their children, especially since 

their own parents are divorced.  
‘We don’t really have a strong 

example of what a healthy  
family life is. But, we’re 
recognising that now, so 

let’s work at it.’

SOMETHING
TO HIDE?

Even Cam’s strategically
placed bag couldn’t hide her

bulging belly – sparking
rumours the star could be

trying to conceal
a blossoming baby

bump.

CAM POPS OUT!
IS THE ACTRESS READY 
TO MAKE A SPECIAL 
ANNOUNCEMENT?

Stepping out with sister-in-law Nicole 
on July 6, Cameron Diaz, 43, was 
sporting a noticeably rounder tum 
than usual. Insiders claim she and her 
husband, Joel’s twin brother Benji, 
are desperate to become parents. 
‘They got married so quickly because 
they wanted to start trying for 
a family,’ a pal spills of the couple, 
who wed in January 2015 after eight 
months of dating. ‘A couple of weeks 
after they tied the knot is when she 
started doing IVF… They thought 
she’d be pregnant on the first try, but 
it wasn’t as easy as they expected.’ 

And with the actress believed to 
have been doing everything she 
could to fall pregnant, the couple 
might have some good news to share 
soon. ‘It’s been a roller-coaster, but 
Cameron has never given up hope,’ 
the insider continues. ‘She’s been 
very positive through all the ups and 
downs. So has Benji. He’s been there 
every step of the way, helping her 
get through this.’

‘I’m not childless. I have a 

ton of children in my life,’ 

says Cam, with sister-in-

law Nicole on July 6. 

Perhaps there will be one 

more in the mix soon! 
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ALEX
FOR MA

Alexa’s hea

THE ATTACHED 
TARZAN STAR 

ADMITS TO A ‘DEEP 
CONNECTION’ 

D CRAZY 
TRY WITH
CO-STAR

 I
’m pretty intense when it 
comes to relationships,’ 
Alexander Skarsgård says. 
‘Platonic ones as well.’ But 
lately, the actor’s friendship 
with his beautiful co-star 

Margot Robbie, 26, is getting 
a little too close for comfort  
– and his girlfriend Alexa  
Chung isn’t happy. 

It started back when Alexander 
invited Margot over for dinner to 

her before filming. ‘It 
y. From the moment 

e door I just knew we 
as instant,’ he recalls. 
I just had a really 

ection from day one.’ 
azy chemistry was 
alpable than ever at 
ondon premiere of 
Legend of Tarzan, on 
y 5. Alex could barely 
eep his hands off 
Margot, leaning in to 
kiss her face and 
share private jokes 
on the red carpet, 
and tenderly zipping 
up her dress when it 
came undone.

By the time he left 
the bash with Alexa, 
an icy chill had set 
n. The pair barely 
oked at each other 
their car drove away. 
ould be concerned  
ere Alexa Chung,’ 
ented one fan, while 
eveals, ‘Since they’ve 

CO STAR g
get to know h
was uncanny
I opened the
clicked. It wa
‘Margot and
deep conne

This cra
more pa

the Lo
The L

July
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M
k

a
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as t

‘I wo
if I we

comme
a friend re

WHERE’S 
MARGOT’S MAN?

Londoner Tom was MIA at 
the local Tarzan premiere –  

despite their rule to spend no 
more than three weeks apart. 

Instead, her bro Cameron 
and pals Jordan and 
Simon stepped in.

CHEMIST

OK! NEW



FALLS
ARGOT

artache as

been on the promotional tour, it
appears that it’s Margot who’s got
all of Alex’s attention.’

And while he avoids discussing
his one-year romance with Alexa
in public, Alex has done nothing
but gush over Margot for months.
‘What makes Margot so beautiful
is not only that she’s a stunningly
gorgeous woman, but she is not
vain,’ he recently said. ‘Margot is
so down-to-earth and fun and
that makes her even more
attractive. She has got a great
sense of humour.’

Their intense chemistry was
evident on The Legend of Tarzan

set, where Alex admits things got
a bit hot and heavy when the duo 

were filmed ‘having sex in a tree’.
‘We ripped my costume just

a wee little bit, but that’s alright,’
Margot joked during an on-set
interview, while Alexander added,
‘That’s what passion looks like.’

While it’s true such scenes are
simply part of the job, Alexander
admits his deep connection with
Margot wasn’t all for show. When
the cameras weren’t rolling, the
pair worked on trust exercises
together, recreating scenes of
how Tarzan and Jane met –
scenes that weren’t in the script.

‘It was so nice to build that
relationship off camera so when 
we have those moments
[on screen], hopefully the 

SHOWING THE
STRAIN

Things looked to have
been getting serious
between Alexander

and Alexa Chung, his
girlfriend of one year.

There were even
swirling engagement
whispers amid recent
reports the pair were
getting ready to buy
a house together in
LA. But the couple’s

frosty body language
told a different story.
They looked distant

on the Tarzan red
carpet in London,
before sharing a

tense car ride (right).

‘Asfaras
everybody

knows,Alexand
Alexaarestill
together,but
anywoman

wouldworry,’
claims an insider
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audience will feel that we have a deeper
connection,’ he adds. But the sexy Swede may
now need to work on rebuilding trust with
girlfriend Alexa. ‘[Margot and Alex] have
become really close and their friendship is
raising eyebrows,’ a pal says.

Another person unlikely to be impressed
with their touchy-feely relationship is Margot’s
boyfriend of five years, assistant director Tom
Ackerley. Margot calls Tom ‘the best-looking
guy in London,’ but what man wouldn’t feel
threatened by Alex… who’s been voted
Sweden’s Sexiest Man five times in a row!

And with her healthy curves and old-school
glamour, Margot is worlds apart from
waif-like Alexa. Despite being one of London’s
most fashionable It girls, the 32-year-old
fashion icon admits she has insecurities,
often worrying that she’s too thin. ‘When I get
stressed, I’m not hungry,’ Alexa confesses.

So Alex and Margot’s shared love of fine
dining – ‘We both appreciate food a lot,’ he
admits – must add insult to injury for Alexa.
With their mutual passion for spaghetti
bolognese making Margot and Alex a ‘match
made in heaven’, Margot refused to slim down
for her role as period beauty Jane. ‘It’s the 19th
century – if she’s got a bit of weight on her, it’s
probably a good thing,’ she says. ‘I’m not going
to look thin just for the sake of it.’

And while there’s
nothing to suggest

that Margot and
Alex’s relationship
has crossed the
line yet, it’s easy
to see why
Alexa may be
ready to put her  

foot down…

GETTING
COSY

THE FLIRT FEST H
GOING ON FOR SVANITY

UNFAIR
A recent Vanity Fair story

gained attention for all the
wrong reasons. Critics have
slammed the interview for
objectifying Margot and
labelling Australians as 

‘throwback people’. 
Rude!

BEEN
E TIME
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APRIL 12
They also cosied up  
at CinemaCon, with 

Margot gushing,  
‘He is the nicest guy  

in the world’

JULY 8
The pair’s close bond was 
undeniable at a press 
conference in China

JULY 5
The look of love? 
Alexander could 
barely keep his eyes 
off Margot at the 
Londonpremiere

JULY 4
Margot and Alex got 
extra hands-on at The 
Legend of Tarzan photo 
call in London this month  

JULY 7
Their closeness 
was evident in 
Beijing, where 
the glamorous 
duo took part  
in a whirlwind 
promo tour



ADVERTISING FEATURE

Taste the difference

� Created with culinary experts

� Snap frozen

� Wholegrain jasmine rice 

� Aromatic chicken

� More vegetables

Our Gourmet Meals are made with 

inspiring ingredients and modern flavours 

to create something special that you can 

enjoy every day. 

This recipe is prepared with no added 

colours, flavours or preservatives, as well 

as being 97% fat-free.

It’s a perfect combination of wholesome, 

nutritious ingredients with flavour and 

balance – so you can choose to live well.

With three delicious menus to choose from, Light, Classic & Gourmet, Weight Watchers Frozen 
Meals are a perfect combination of wholesome ingredients that will leave you feeling ‘wow’!

LOOK OUT FOR 
OTHER TASTY 

GOURMET MEALS 
IN YOUR 

SUPERMARKET 
FREEZER

THAI GREEN 
CHICKEN CURRY
SmartPoints® VALUE PER SERVE 10 



IN THE WAKE OF HER
SPLIT, JODI ANASTA HAS
HAD TO MAKE SOME 
TOUGH DECISIONS

uggling work with life as a single 
mum isn’t easy. But since her 
painful split from estranged hubby 

aith Anasta in January, Jodi 
nasta has had to do just that, 
viding her time between her 
eeia and filming for her role as 
newest bad girl, Elly Conway.
en three and four days [of 
per week], which is hard as 

Jodi explains to OK!. ‘Ideally 
ld love to be with her every day, 
it’s also important that I work, 

at I do that for myself and I 
rovide for the family as well.’

It’s certainly tough, but Jodi is 
doing whatever it takes to make 
hings work, explaining that her 

estranged husband Braith Anasta 
akes care of their daughter while 
he’s busy on set in Melbourne.
‘Aleeia comes first, so I had to 

ake sure that I could live in 
ney and I could fly down, shoot 
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BACK 
TO WORK

‘Elly is the fun, feisty 
unpredictable niece of 

Susan and Karl Kennedy,’ 
tells Jodi of her new 

Neighbours role. ‘I get to 
have fun and be a little 

bit naughty.’



and then come back,’ the 31-year-old
explains, adding that she now has ‘the
best of both worlds.’

‘I get to be creative and explore these
storylines and I also get to be a mum
and spend as much time with Aleeia as
I can. So for me, that’s a nice balance
and I’m really happy,’ she tells OK!.

Jodi adds, ‘I’d been waiting for an
opportunity like this to come up for
a while. I just thought, if I can make
this work logistically, it would be an
amazing opportunity. Neighbours is
such a great show and it’s a dream to
be a part of that.’

But while a permanent move to
Melbourne might seem the obvious
next step for the solo mum, Jodi isn’t
keen to jump ship any time soon.
‘I wouldn’t want to uproot [Aleeia]
from her life and family and everything
we have here. I wouldn’t want to take 
that away from her.’

And although her famous new
on-set ‘family’ make those long days
and nights away from her two-year-old
more bearable, Jodi admits, ‘The worst
part is that I really miss Aleeia… I’m
having a lot of fun [filming], but I do
miss my baby girl.’

Thankfully, her new work has been
very understanding of her situation, 

which has helped Jodi settle into her
new life – along with lots of assistance
from friends, loved ones and her ex.

‘We are still supportive, and we can
do things as a family,’ she tells of her
new arrangement with Braith. Paying
tribute to her ex-husband, Jodi says,
‘[Braith’s] an amazing father. He has
been a great support to me, too. I feel
pretty lucky having that relationship at
the moment, and especially with it
being so early [since the split], I feel
lucky to have that.’

But even Braith admits he still calls
on his loyal mother Kim to babysit
Aleeia every now and then so he can
hit the dating scene. ‘I’m lucky I’ve got
my mum who helps me out,’ he
explains, weeks after OK! spied him on
an intimate coffee date with super-hot
personal trainer, Rachael Lee.

But while Braith might be testing
the romantic waters, it seems Jodi’s
not as quick to launch back into her
love life. Despite rumours the stunner
was dating millionaire businessman
Jason Huljich following a night out
together in Sydney last month, she
says love is the last thing on her mind.

‘I have great friends and family –
between them, Aleeia and work, I’m 
very content for now.’

DA
Braith was back on daddy duty after returning home from
holidays, giving the following shout-out on Insty: ‘Thank
you Bali for constantly putting a smile on the face of my

baby girl... we’ve had the time of our lives. Until next time.’

‘Sheis
everything,’
Jodigushes

overher
mini-me

daughter
 

HerreturntoTVkeeps
Jodibusierthanever,

buttimewithAleeia
is her first priority 

NE  LIFE!
um Jodi

Aleeiawas
lovingherplay

datewith
Mummyon

July 5

Showingjusthow
amicablethings

arebetween
them,Braith

droppedAleeia
offinpersonfor

herJuly5park
date with Jodi
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THE MAN MAKING CHARLIZE 
New romance…

AFTER A TOUGH YEAR, THE STAR’S MOOD HAS NOTICEABLY LIFTED

SMILE AGAIN!
 S

ince splitting from Sean Penn last 
year, Charlize Theron has thrown 
herself into work in an attempt to 
put the painful break-up behind 
her. However, the 40-year-old was 
in better spirits on July 5 while out 

and about in LA with her two children, 
four-year-old Jackson and one-year-old 
August – and it seems a new man could be 
the reason behind her care-free mindset! 

Charlize took a moment during the day  
out to take a video call, and her face clearly 
brightened when the person appeared on  
the other end of the line. Absorbed in the 
conversation, she giggled, cheekily gave the 
caller the middle finger and even leaned in  
for an over-the-phone smooch.

Insiders speculate that the mystery caller 
was none other than her Furious 8 co-star 
Tyrese Gibson – who recently gushed about 
her an interview. ‘Charlize really came into this 

thing and set the tone for all of us,’ he explained. 
‘[She] really elevated us on an inspiration level.’ 
And the 37-year-old didn’t stop there, 
admitting, ‘I got Charlize’s cell phone number. 
I was flirting with her a little bit.’

Although he quickly added that the pair 
were just ‘trying to get the kids together, [to] 
have a little fun’, the father-of-one couldn’t
help but remark that ‘ et.’ The
actor also spilled abo
a leading lady. ‘I love a
of confidence,’ he sha
can walk in a room a
Education, smart, spi
could easily be attribu

With Tyrese a doti
Shayla, and Charlize
remain her top focus,
more perfect. ‘My chil
says. ‘Nothing’s better
ones cracking up at s

Is Tyrese Charlize’s 
mystery caller? 
After all, he did 
admit, ‘I got the cell 
phone number!’

ELSA’S
NO.1 FAN!
Jackson seems to have a
penchant for Disney – and
Frozen is a clear fave! The
four-year-old has been
snapped sporting film
merchandise including an
Elsa-style braid and Frozen 
lunch bag. Charlize has
previously revealed that he is
‘really into princesses’. Bless!

]
u what he looks for in

sweet woman with a lot
. ‘I love a woman that

everyone notices.
ual.’ All qualities th

ed to the actress!
dad to nine-year-ol
lling that her kids
e pairing couldn’t be
en are my priority,’ she

than the sound of little 
mething funn ’
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Dressing up 
as Elsa was 
Jackson’s first 
choice for 
Halloween!

What a 
lovely braid 

you have 
there, 

Jackson!

Tinkerbell was 
his first love, 
with Charlize 
revealing, 
‘Sometimes 
Tinkerbell has 
to “take a trip” 
just to give the 
other toys  
a chance!’



FLIRTY 
CHARLIZE!

With a smile that 
stretched from ear to ear, 
Charlize flirted up a storm 
with her mystery caller on 

FaceTime on July 5. Is 
that you on the other 

end, Tyrese?

Giggling like  
a schoolgirl! 
Someone is 
certainly 
putting a smile 
on her dial

Her phone call 
finished, a content 

Charlize got on with 
her fun day out with 

August (pictured) 
and Jackson

The star 
puckered up 

for a kiss 
during the call



We always 
suspected 
Klossy was 
the type to 

enjoy a good 
knees-up

LookMum,n
feet!’Alittle
joyrideneve
hurtanyone

Seewhatshe
didthere?
Someone’s

pleasedwith
theirpunny

playonwords

IT’S A 

MODEL 

LIFE

WORK IT
In case you forgot that 

supermodel Karlie Kloss has 
an actual job outside of being 
Taylor’s bestie and most loyal 
squad member, on July 6, she 

was spotted posing up a 
storm on the streets of New 
York City while shooting an 
ad campaign for US clothing 

brand Express. Just don’t 
expect this 23-year-old to 
take her foot off the pedal 

again. ‘I’m incredibly 
ambitious and have lots of 
goals within my career that 

I’m not slowing down anytime 
soon,’ she assures.
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‘I’m telling 
you, my hips 

don’t lie!’

‘You had me at 
“Can I get you 

another mojito?”’

‘There’s plenty 
of time for 
swimming.  
I’m just 
admiring the 
view for now…’

POOL PARTY
Genetically blessed couple 

Olivia Palermo, 30, and 
hubby Johannes Huebl, 38, 

who celebrated their second 
wedding anniversary last 
month, chilled out by the 
pool during a holiday in 
Capri, Italy, on July 7. 

Johannes shared a gorgeous 
sunset snap, captioning it, 
‘Soft blue hour’. Jealous!

LADY IN RED
Nice work if you can get it! 
Model Hailey Baldwin, 19, 

put her emcee skills to work 
when she played host at the 

Revolve Summer Splash 
party in the Hamptons, 

New York, on July 9. Also 
attending the A-list bash 

were Chanel Iman and 
Jamie Chung, with rapper 
Desiigner providing tunes 
for the event. ‘Thanks for 

having me @revolve 
#RevolveInTheHamptons,’ 
Hailey wrote on Instagram.



‘I’ve got the slip 
and slop part 

down pat, but I 
can’t slap on my 

hat – the dog’s 
run off with it…’

Look,wecan’t
allbegoodat

everything,and
Montana’sair

swingsuggests
shemightwant
tostickwiththe

modelling

BEACH BABE
Enjoying some well-deserved
downtime, Aussie model and
former Australia’s Next Top
Model winner Montana Cox,

22, had a ball playing ping
pong on the beach in the

Hamptons over the 4th of July
weekend. The David Jones

ambassador has spent the last
few weeks in New York on
a working holiday, and has

been hitting the waves with
her surfboard in tow in

between jobs, captioning one
snap, ‘Grom City Brah’.

HOT

SHOTS

t

REACH 

FOR THE 

STARS
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‘Woohoo! I bet 
William that 
Serena would 
win. Tomorrow’s 
sleep-in is mine!’

No-one was 
more excited to 
see sunshine in 
England than 
Heidi and Vito

‘Ooh the suspense 
is killing me! And 

I think the lady 
behind me just 

fainted...’

‘One must be 
the picture of 
decorum at all 
times… even 
when one has 
an itchy nose’

‘Good thing we 
dressed up because 
there are more eyes 
on us than there are 
on the court!’

GRAND SLAM
Wimbledon had a star-studded crowd 
this year! Duchess Catherine watched 

Serena Williams claim victory in the semi, 
while Beyoncé and Jay Z cheered her on 
as she won the final on July 9. The next 
day, Heidi Klum and Vito Schnabel saw 
Andy Murray take out the men’s title.



‘You’rereally
lucky,’Richie
captioned
thisshot
post-accident

H
e might be known for being
super-nervous around the
ladies, but West Australian rope
access technician Richie Strahan
says he’s not going to let a little 
anxiety stand in the way of

making a move on his 22 beautiful
Bachelorettes – if the opportunity arises.

During an exclusive photo shoot with OK!,
the 31-year-old reveals the thought process
behind his kissing sensibilities: ‘It’s like, if you
feel the fire there, make a move, son!’

As for ‘fourth base’, the buff Bach admits he
would be brave – and willing – enough to do
the intimate deed on the first date. ‘If you are
feeling it, go for it,’ he exclaims.

With filming of the hit show already wrapped,
Richie can only confirm he’s pleased with the
outcome. Australia’s fourth Bachelor and
self-confessed ‘naughty’ boy sits down to chat to 

OK! about the reality TV show that
has made him ‘a very happy man.’ 

We can’t wait to see your
Bachelor journey unfold!
It has been an unreal, wild
rollercoaster ride, but I’m really
happy with how it worked out.

Do you think you’ll find it difficul
keeping the outcome a secret?
No not at all, I’m the best vault  
ever [laughs].

Have you told your family if you
ended up with anyone?
I’m not going to tell Mum, I’m goin
to stir her up for a while. My mum
Kate and sister Alannah are huge
influences in my life, but when it
comes to who I’m in a relationship
with, I’m the one in it, so they’ve got to
be happy [with whatever I decide].

We understand you grew up with
just your mum and your sister?
My mum rules our family with an
iron fist. My dad didn’t play a big part 
in my life after they split when
I was in Year Eight. My parents 

Richie had a near-
death experience
almost a few years
ago. ‘I was riding

my motorbike and
a guy pulled out in

front of me and
I smashed into the side

of his car,’ he recalls.
‘I jumped off my bike

and went flying. I could 
have died.’ 

OK! EXCLUSIVE
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‘I’D SLEEP
WITH A GIRL

RICHIE STRAHAN

on the first date!’
DID RED-HOT RICHIE

DO THE DEED ON
THE HIT SHOW? HE 

SPILLS ALL HIS
SECRETS TO OK!…   



‘I’materrible
old-school
romantic,’

says Richie 
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separating was difficult for me. It’s always
tough when you’re a young teenager, but
juggling that and adolescence was hard.

Did you often find yourself in trouble?
I was in detention a lot. I was so naughty,
I would do anything. I was not a good kid.
I was just too cool for school, a bit of a ratbag.
My attitude as a child led me to not be able to
sit still. I’m still very mischievous and cheeky. 

Do you want a big family?
Ten would be a handful [laughs]. Big families
are cool, I can understand that, but that is
obviously something you have to talk to your 
partner about.

In The Bachelorette, you sometimes
struggled to express your feelings to Sam. 
Would you say you’ve improved in the
communication department?
I communicate like you’ve never seen a man
communicate before, they call me ‘Richie 
communicator’ [laughs].

What are your thoughts on marriage?
It’s something you have to work out, it’s
a decision two people have to make. I’m
a traditionalist. You have to live and travel, and
know your partner’s family very well before
you go down that avenue. And make sure this 

‘MY SISTER DIDN’T WANT ME ON THE SHOW’
Two women that mean the world to Richie are his mother

Kate and his sister Alannah (above), and while his mum
was in full support of her son searching for love, his sister

was a little apprehensive at first. ‘Everyone apart from
my sister was supportive,’ Richie admits, but says his 

concerned sibling has since ‘come around’. 

WhileRichie
admitshe’s ‘abit
ofajoker,’he’s
quicktoadd,
‘Ialsoliketo
haveagood

conversation’
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‘Idon’tread
datingbooks,
saysRichie.
‘MoretheAFL 
football
ladder’  



Watch The Bachelor from July 28
on Channel 10

is someone you want to spend the rest of your
life with before you pop the question.

What would your dream wedding
look like?
A big celebration with friends and family to
celebrate the fact you’re getting married. It
doesn’t matter whether it’s inside or outside,
it’s more everyone being with you and having 
a beautiful day with your partner.

Will you stay living in Perth?
Perth is fantastic, it’s so chill. I love it.

Are you planning on continuing to work
as a rope technician?
Absolutely. I love my lifestyle, it’s fantastic.
I have a really good work/life balance which 
has allowed me to do amazing things.

Was it a concern for you if any of the ladies
had children or had been married before?
Not really, it didn’t faze me. At the end of the 
day you’re hoping to fall in love with the 
person, not their past.

What was the pressure like as the
Bachelor compared to when you were
on The Bachelorette?
Chalk and cheese – you go from being
a contestant who is moved around and told
to smile and stuff, to calling all the shots and 

making decisions. And when you’re filming
every day plus all the rose ceremonies there  
is a lot on your plate, but it’s exciting.

How were you with remembering all of
the 22 names?
Like a total legend, you should have seen
me go, you would have been impressed.
I was like, name, occupation… I knew 
everything. It was spectacular.

And were you a bit more comfortable in
front of the cameras this time around?
You should see me. I’m a natural, coming in 
sideways, easy-peasy, lemon-squeezey.

What qualities do you look for in your
dream woman?
I guess someone that has an epic sense of
humour, is super-cool, someone who is
grounded. I think it’s important they are

healthy; I don’t need a pro-athlete, but 

in saying that, if she were a couch potato I’d be 
like, ‘Come on babe, let’s go outside.’

What is the most romantic thing you’ve
ever done for a lady in the past?
I took a girl to the Perth zoo on a date. It was
really cool and entertaining and I got special
access so we could meet all the animals – she
was a big animal fan. And then we went to 
this lookout and had a nice picnic.

Do you believe in love at first sight?
Love at first sight is a funny thing. You have
to explore someone’s personality and be able 
to tick the boxes [first].

Are you are happy with your Bach
experience overall?
No regrets. My life has changed for the good.
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When you’re filming every day, plus
all the rose ceremonies, there’s a lot 

on your plate, but it’s exciting



ASHLEY, 
ELIZABETH

& MARY-
KATE

The year of the

OK! SPOTLIGHT



THE POWERHOUSE
TRIO ARE TAKING THE

WORLD BY STORM

THE POWERHOUSE

he Olsen sisters have become an
institution in Hollywood. If you
were a child of the ’90s or a budding
fashionista of the noughties,
Mary-Kate and Ashley were no
doubt your style inspiration.

And now, the twins – who shot to fame as
Michelle Tanner on TV’s Full House from 1987e

to 1995, and are worth a combined $400
million – are more than happy for their little
sister Lizzie to join them in the spotlight.

The budding actress has hit the jackpot
with a lead role as Scarlet Witch in the
Marvel movies, and has become a red
carpet favourite, something her big
sisters would surely be proud of.

Here, we get to know
a little more about all
three of the striking
and successful
siblings…

ELIZABETH

HERO STATUS
Elizabeth (seen here 

with Aaron Taylor-
Johnson in Avengers: 
Age of Ultron), insists, 

‘I never got any job 
because of my 
sisters. I never 

needed to.’

OUCH!
‘On the same day

that my best friend
died, I got a call from

my girl to tell me it was
over,’ says her ex

Boyd. That’s gotta
hurt!

Elizabeth (far left)  

– here with Mary-Kate, 

mum Jarnett, brother 

Trent and Ashley  

–  jokingly calls her large 

family ‘Team Olsen’

ShewaswithBoydfor
overtwoyearsbutcalled
offtheirengagement
inJanuary2015

Lizzie denied rumours she 
and Tom Hiddleston were 
ever an item, but did call 
him ‘an incredible person’

Before landing lead roles in 
Godzilla, Avengers: Age of 
Ultron and Captain America: 

Civil War, Elizabeth, 27, 
was trying to make her 
mark without the help 
of her famous sisters, 
studying at New York 
University’s Tisch 
School of the Arts.

‘I did lead a very 
charmed life growing up, 

but I was aware of the things 
that were abnormal,’ reveals 
the youngest Olsen girl, who 
suffered at uni as a result of 
Mary-Kate and Ashley’s fame.

‘That’s the only time in my 
life I ever felt different for 
having sisters in the public eye. 
People would knock on my 
door and be like, “I heard there 
was a party here,” just because 
they knew that I lived in that 
room. It was so weird.’ 

While the twins ditched 
Hollywood for the design 
studio long ago, Lizzie says 
she’s forever being linked to 
her older siblings. ‘You know 
you’re going to be compared 
[with them] for the rest of your 
life. You grow up and get over 
it, and you love your family 
regardless,’ she smiles. 

And how could she not? 
Lizzie towers over the pint-
sized fashionistas, making her 
the perfect muse for their 
exclusive high-end label The 
Row. Did someone say free 
designer threads?! 

‘I used to steal so many 
clothes from my sisters,’ she 
admits. ‘These days, my sisters 
are mainly an inspiration as 
business people… I love their 
fashion lines – I practically 
live at their clothes company 
when I’m [in New York].’

Mary-Kate 

and Ashley 

Olsen grew 

up in front of 

the cameras 

in their Full 

House role
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ASHLEY

MARY-KATE

Long before Mary-Kate gave
acting one last shot with a role
in 2011 flick Beastly, Ashley was
busy planning their assault on
the fashion world. ‘I used to be
in the entertainment industry.
I decided at 18 that I don’t
really want to do this anymore.
I wanted to explore other
things, and with that came
The Row,’ she says, explaining
that their love of fashion
began back on the set of Full
House, where they’d spend
hours in daily costume fittings.

‘Our lives have been kind of
backward. We never got that
opportunity in high school to
figure out what you want to
do… So for us this experience
in fashion has been amazing,’
Ashley reveals.

A few awards and celebrit
fans later, Ashley splashed o
a cool $12.5 million on a chic
Manhattan loft earlier this
year. Not short on cash, the
fashionista is also said to be
looking to add some more
real estate to her portfolio.
Last month she was spotted
house hunting in the
Hamptons, taking a shine
to a waterfront estate worth
$6.7 million – the perfect pa
for a romantic getaway!

Speaking of, after a few
ill-fated relationships with
actors Justin Bartha, Johnny
Depp and Jared Leto, plus fi
director Bennett Miller,
rumours are swirling that
Ashley is now dating 59-year
old artist George Condo.

Talk of eating disorders,
a morbid connection to
the late Heath Ledger and

confessions of an unhappy
ildhood – it seems 30-year-
Mary-Kate was lucky to

overcome the child star curse.
‘I look at old photos of me,

and I don’t feel connected to
them,’ admits the former wild
child, who was once described
as ‘amped to party’. ‘I would
never wish my upbringing on
anyone… but I wouldn’t take
it back for the world.’

MK says her friends ‘feel
sorry’ for her ‘because it’s
kind of bittersweet’. And by
bittersweet, she is no doubt
referring to her and Ashley’s
$1.3 billion empire, which
includes their widely
successful labels Elizabeth
and James, and The Row –

although the twins shy away
from the inevitable publicity
that goes along with it.

She’s also found happiness
in the arms of French banker
Olivier Sarkozy, 47, who she
met in 2012 after ditching
her party girl ways, and then
married in November last year.

She enforced a ‘no
photographs’ rule inside her
Manhattan wedding, and little
has ever been revealed about
MK’s private life in general,
including the mysterious
circumstances surrounding her
relationship with Heath Ledger,
who passed away in 2008. At
the time, his masseuse called
Mary-Kate three times before
contacting paramedics after
finding the actor passed out
in his bedroom following an
accidental drug overdose.

c
ch

old M

In2004,
askinny
Mary-Kate
laughedoff
anorexia
rumours
as‘crazy’

LOW-
KEY LIVES

‘They have a lot of 
dinner parties at home,’ 

says a friend of the twins. 
‘[They] go to concerts or 

to Knicks basketball 
games.’

‘We love 
what we 
do,’ says 

Ashley 
(right). 

‘Fashion is 
non-stop’

Herdaysof
getting

‘completely
wasted’are

athingof
thepast

H d f

HAPPILY
EVER AFTER

A pal says Mary-Kate has
a ‘fabulous life’ with

father-of-two Olivier. ‘They
spend a lot of time in
Paris where they are

both very happy.’

ty
out

h
d

y
film

r-

She dated Foxcatcher 
director Bennett 

Miller for almost two 
years before they 

called it quits earlier 
this year

Ashley says 
she’s not 
‘afraid to 
take risks’ 

when it 
comes to 
fashion

MKsharesaclose
bondwith

stepdaughterMargot
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Selena Gomez

SHE’S TRIUMPHED
OVER HEARTBREAK,
ILLNESS AND A TRIP

TO REHAB TO
EMERGE STRONGER

THAN EVER!

FREE’
Selena got her start on

Barney & Friends, before
scoring a role on Disney’s
Wizards of Waverly Place
(right). She now admits,
‘Iknew deep down that

this wasn’t what I wanted
to do.’ Taking charge of

her choices, she says, ‘I’m
growing and changing.’

FROM
DISNEY TO

DIVA
I

have never cared about a tour as much as
I care about this one,’ Selena Gomez says.
‘It’s bigger than just myself.’ Set to wow
Aussie fans when she brings her Revival
show Down Under next month, Selena
– who celebrates her 24th birthday on July

22 – has a new-found confidence these days.
While she currently holds the envied title of
the most-followed person on Instagram, the
fresh-faced beauty has never been short of
fans. And until now, much of the attention
has focused on her health and body battles,
her famous friends and, of course, her rocky
on-off relationship with Justin Bieber.

But that’s all starting to change. Her album
Revival reveals a deeper side to the talented
star, and she’s just started scoring roles in
flicks like The Big Short and the upcoming
black comedy The Fundamentals of Caring.

‘It wasn’t until we were filming and I saw
thousands of people turning out to try and
see her that I realised what a phenomenon
she is,’ reveals Sel’s The Fundamentals co-star
Paul Rudd. ‘To see her deal with that kind of
fame, I came away even more impressed
with her. She’s extraordinary.’

growing and changing.

NASTY 
SWIPES 

Sel didn’t bite back when 
comedian Chris Rock tweeted 
a nasty meme (left), calling her 

a budget version of Beyoncé. But 
her loyal fans (or ‘Selenators’) 

were quick to jump in. 
‘Everybody still hates 

Chris,’ one wrote. 
Burn!
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I’m finally



I locked
myself away
until I was

confident and
comfortable

again

OK! SPOTLIGHT

SHAKING OFF DISNEY
Needless to say, Selena’s come an incredibly 
long way since she got her start on kids’ show 
Barney & Friends at the age of nine – or as she 
puts it, ‘singing with a purple dinosaur.’ Later, 
she joined the likes of Britney Spears and 
Miley Cyrus as a fully fledged Disney star with 
her own show, Wizards of Waverly Place. 

By her own admission, Selena was left 
feeling rudderless and unsure of her next 
move when the show ended in 2012. ‘Once 
Disney was over, I was like, “Oh, shit”,’ she 
confesses. ‘I didn’t know what I wanted to be. 
I had to learn to be myself.’

FINDING HER FREEDOM
By that time, Selena’s personal life had become 
a hot talking point – particularly her romance 

Miranda and Selena have 
put any past awkwardness 

over dating the same fellas 
behind them, with Miranda 

going so far as to call Sel 
her ‘woman crush’
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ROMANCE 
ROLLERCOASTER

After years of ups and downs with 
Justin, Selena is finally free. She 
was spied cosying up to Orlando 

Bloom at a Vegas club in May 
(below), but insists she loves the

single life. ‘I’m really stoked about
being with myself ri t n w.



with Justin Bieber. ‘At first I didn’t care,’ she 
reveals. ‘To me it was: “I’m 18, I have a boyfriend, 
we look cute together, we like that.” Then I got 
my heart broken and I cared. Because people 
had no idea what was going on, but everywhere 
it was a million different things.’ She adds, ‘I was 
kind of in a corner, banging my head against the 
wall. I didn’t know where to go.’

But that was then. These days, Selena has 
drawn a very clear line in the sand when it 
comes to her romance with 22-year-old Justin. 
The turning point, she says, was when she 
poured out her feelings in her 2014 single,  
The Heart Wants What It Wants.

‘I felt free,’ she says. ‘I felt like a huge weight 
was lifted off of me. That’s basically what 
pushed me to create Revival. It was a feeling 
where I was like, this is what great music  
is. It’s sharing your story.’

NEW DIRECTION
After taking a break from touring in late 2013, 
Selena said she needed to spend time on 
herself ‘in order to be the best person’ she 
could be. It later emerged that the star had 
secretly checked into rehab – but it wasn’t 
until last year that Selena revealed she was 
undergoing chemotherapy for the 
autoimmune disease lupus. ‘I locked myself 
away until I was confident and comfortable 
again,’ the star spills.

Returning with a new sense of purpose, 
Selena started changing her circle of friends. 
While old party pals like Kylie Jenner 
mysteriously disappeared from her Instagram
feed, Selena has maintained a close-knit
group of classy girlfriends, including Jennif
Aniston, Miranda Kerr and, of course, her
long-time bestie Taylor Swift. ‘She was alw
the person to encourage me to tell my stor
and be proud of who I am,’ Selena reveals.

SENSE OF STYLE
Selena caused a stir when reports swirled
that she had ‘fired’ her mum Mandy and
stepdad Brian Teefey as her managers, but
the pop star explains there was never a rift
Instead, it was a matter of finding a new
direction for her look, her vibe and her bra
‘I felt confident and comfortable in who I a
she tells. ‘I felt sexy.’

That new-found sense of sexiness is
reflected in Selena’s style, with the young
slashie killing it in the fashion stakes of
late! ‘My go-to red carpet style is classic,
very simple. I love things that are to the
point with a little bit of edge,’ she says.

And with talk of a new album underway
already, the powerhouse star is also keen t
take some exciting risks on the big screen!
‘I want to have an experience that I would
a little bit stir-crazy with,’ Selena admits. ‘I
people pushing a little bit.’

Now that’s what we call a revival!

A PICTURE IS WORTH A MILLION
(OR MORE!) LIKES FOR SEL, WHO

TURNED TO SOCIAL MEDIA BECAUSE
SHE ‘WANTED A F---ING SAY!’

QUEEN OF

AnInstagrampostfrom
Selenahasthepowerto

reachmillions. ‘Thiswoman
isperfect,’onefangushed

Whenyourlyricsare
onthebottle,’Selena
wroteafterinkingher

newdealwithCoca-Cola
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asshepreparedto
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herslim
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ffDavis
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Backtowhereitallbegan!
‘Throwbackswag,’Selena
wrotesharingasnapfrom
herBarney&Friendsdays

BacB cktktowhher ieittallllbbeg !an!
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HE’S TOTALLY SWOON-WORTHY
IN HIS LEADING ROLE AS DADDY!

‘I’m melting!!’  
she wrote. So 

are we, Elsa, 
you lucky girl

‘Nothingbetter
thansleepingin

papa’sarms!’Elsa
captionedthis

sweetsnap

‘I’M DEFINITELY
Chris Hemsworth

OUR
OVARIES!

Thanks to 
Chris’s wife 

Elsa Pataky and her 
adorable Insty shares, 

we’ve been able to 
catch a glimpse of 
doting dad Chris’s 

softer side.

PREP A COLD
SHOWER, LADIES
– WE’RE GETTING
PERSONAL WITH 

THE AUSSIE HUNK

 A
ll this was mostly luck,’ Chris 
Hemsworth says of his stellar 
career. ‘I’d love to say it’s all 
about hard work, and yes, 
that’s a component, but 
I know so many actors  

who are hard workers, who it’s just not 
happening for. I’m not about to complain.’ 

The 32-year-old has certainly made 
a name for himself in Hollywood. His  
ability to switch from the God of Thunder  
in Thor to dim-witted receptionist Kevin  
in the remake of ’80s hit Ghostbusters has 
the world captivated – and his dreamy blue 
eyes and chiselled frame don’t hurt, either!

And while his days as Summer Bay bad 
boy Kim Hyde are far behind him, he’ll 
always be the Aussie boy next door to us…

Like many other Australian stars, you 
got your start on Home and Away…
People want to undermine it, but if you can 
make that work, you can make anything 
work. It’s much easier to come across well 
if you have 30 takes and you have the best
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lighting, brilliant editing and music there to
support you. On Home and Away, one of those
heightened soap opera moments will come
and there’s no rehearsal, and you have two
takes. In that environment, you either sink or
swim. Some of the performances I gave, it’s
a miracle I’m still working…

Do you still get real-life Crocodile Dundee
comparisons when you’re in the States?
The guys I work with think we all have koalas
falling out of trees in our backyards, snakes
curled up on the porch and spiders jumping
out at us. You could tell them you used to ride
a kangaroo to school and they’d believe you!

You left for the US in 2007. How was that?
There were eight months where [all work] just
stopped. I was about to pack it in. I had an
audition before Christmas, and as I got on the
plane, I thought, ‘I don’t give a shit anymore.’

Did you enjoy life in LA?
I loved it. It was great being there
with the opportunities with
work, [but] it didn’t feel like
home. Instantly, when I get off
the plane [in Australia], I’m back.

How have you managed to
stay so grounded?

o brothers who aren’t about to
let anything go to my head and vice versa.
We keep each other real and tell each other
to pull our heads in if it’s needed.

Your brothers, Luke and Liam, are both
actors too. Who copied who?!
Luke started acting [in rival soap Neighbours].
I followed his path, and then Liam followed
mine. We’re lucky. We’re all there to help each
other [and] give each other perspective.

You’re filming Thor: Ragnarok now, but
originally, you almost lost the part to Liam…
I had an audition with Ken [Branagh, director
of Thor] that didn’t go very well… Then one
day Joss [Whedon] and Drew [Goddard,
Chris’s The Cabin in the Woods bosses] were
reading the trades, and on the front was the
final four for Thor. And they pointed to Liam
and said, ‘Hey, is that your brother?’ And
I said, ‘Yeah.’ And they said, ‘Why the hell

aren’t you in the mix?’ And I said, ‘I didn’t get
a callback.’ [So] Joss called Ken and said, ‘Give
Chris another shot.’

And the rest is history! Did you worry about
being typecast after bulking up for Thor?
Being that size, you are very quickly
stereotyped. Clearly, you can’t be talented
if you’re that bulky.

Was it difficult transitioning into comedy
for your new flick Ghostbusters?
I want to do new things and I [loved] the
script. Kristen [Wiig] and Melissa [McCarthy]
are amazing, so I thought, ‘Let’s do it. Just
give me something funny to say, please!’

What was it like on the very female-
centric Ghostbusters set?
It was great – the strength of the leading
women and their performances. The balance
has been tipped for a long time in the men’s
direction… and this is the opposite. It’s
exciting to be part of something like that. Of
course it should be that way; women should
be equal and have the same opportunities.

We love to hear that! Are you a feminist?
I’m a feminist, for sure. My mum’s a big
feminist. Both my mum and dad were huge
positive influences in my life.

l h b ll d d h

D
I
w
w

I’ve got two
l h

Women should be
equal and have the
same opportunities
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‘Kevin is a big, dumb puppy dog,’ 
says Chris of his character, who 
serves as secretary to the 
Ghostbusters gals (inset), played  
by Kate McKinnon, Leslie Jones, 
Kristen Wiig and Melissa McCarthy



HE IS 
LITERALLY 
PERFECT!

JUST A FEW OF THE  
REASONS WHY CHRIS IS  

A FLAWLESS HUMAN  
BEING IN OUR EYES

HE’S THE BEST  
CO-WORKER

‘We all fell in love with [Chris],’ says 
Ghostbusters’ Kristen Wiig (second from 

left, with her co-stars on The Graham 
Norton Show), but Melissa McCarthy (far 
left) jokes he’s too perfect. ‘I just needed 

something to be wrong with him.’

HE’S THE
HUBBY WE
ALL WANT
‘Each week I find
something different,
more I love about her,’
Chris says of his wife of
almost six years, Elsa
Pataky. Remind us why
cloning isn’t a thing?
We’ll take two of Chris!

#DADGOALS
‘The biggest thing I’ve 

learnt having kids is 
that now I know what 

love is,’ the actor 
gushes of his daughter 

India Rose, four, and his 
two-year-old twin boys 

Tristan and Sasha. ‘I feel 
I had just scratched the 

surface prior.’ And he 
cooks, too – when a local 
bakery didn’t have time 
to make India a birthday 

cake, he ‘smashed one 
out’ himself. Swoon!

HE’S  
HOT AF!
Dubbed People’s 

Sexiest Man Alive in 
2014, Chris laughs off 
his sex symbol status. 

‘That’s pretty funny! 
It might be over, 

though. I might have 
hit my peak, and now 

I’m on the decline.’ 
No chance of that!

HE’S A 
FAMILY  
MAN
The Hemsworth clan 
are incredibly tight, 
often appearing on 
the red carpet 
together. ‘We’re 
competitive as siblings 
are,’ Chris admits. ‘It’s 
[a] love/hate sort of 
thing, where you’d do 
anything for them, but 
the simplest thing can 
annoy you.’

Chris – here with brothers Liam and 
Luke, Luke’s wife Samantha and parents 
Leonie and Craig – paid off his mum and 

dad’s debts after hitting the big time!

Datenights
arearegular
occurrence
forthesetwo

‘This won’t hurt  
a bit,’ Elsa joked of  

this motorbike shot
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Cosette is your front row seat to all the must-have fashion designer buys! 
Treat yourself this season with an extra 20% off  everything online.

RECEIVE AN EXTRA 

20% OFF 
COSETTE.COM.AU

   R E A D E R  O F F E R

HEAD TO 
COSETTE.COM.AU 

AND ENTER THE 
CODE WORD ‘OK20’
AT THE CHECKOUT

TO RECEIVE 
20% OFF!

PRADA CÉL INE

BALENC IAGA

Luxury, every day



Inside...

HEALTH
Jennifer
Lopez shares
her tips for
glowing
from within.

FOOD
What’s better
than a yummy
homemade
pie in winter?

HOME
Blend striking
patterns with
classic touches
for a fresh look.

OLIVIA
CULPO
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LUST-HAVES
Don’t dismiss light denim washes  

just because it’s winter. Make them  
work for you by following Olivia’s lead 
and opting for some mid-rise culottes 

that accentuate your waistline. The  
addition of a thin belt will help ramp
up your curves, then finish the look

MULESMULES $6995$69.95
SPORTSGIRLSPORTSGIRL

SPORTSGIRL.COM.AU

$

with a classic pair of mules. 
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EXACT
MATCH!

CULOTTES $910 
VICTORIA

VICTORIA BECKHAM
MYTHERESA.COM



BETTER?
Who wore it

SHE
DID!

SHE
DID!

SHE
DID!BELLA HADID

VS LILY
ALDRIDGE

Lily’s red-hot hue and
sleek updo highlight the
low-plunge neckline of
the Alexandre Vauthier

gown best.

WHITNEY PORT VS KARLIE KLOSS
Making it look too easy, Karlie nails this Madewell

x Daryl K denim dress with white sneakers. It’s
effortless, but still ticks all the street-style rules.

NICOLE RICHIE VS SELMA BLAIR
Selma’s tan heels really dress down this Dôen 

handkerchief dress. Nicole’s hair gets the  
points, as well as her simple strappy stilettos. 

They stepped out in style, 
but one star came out on top!

OK! LIFE&STYLE



SHE 
DID!

SHE
DID!

SHE 
DID!

SELENA GOMEZ VS LADY JEAN CAMPBELL
Selena nails this Louis Vuitton look with minimal 

accessories and relaxed waves. Lady Jean’s pointy 
heels, clutch and necklace feel out of place.

JESSICA SIMPSON VS GWYNETH PALTROW
Gwyneth wears this sleek Galvan jumpsuit with

grace and elegance. Jessica’s cleavage and
chunky heels detract from its sexy, simple design.

TAYLOR 
SCHILLING
VS KYLIE 
MINOGUE 

We love you Kylie, but 
Taylor’s thin waist tie 

gives this Stella 
McCartney gown shape. 

Her scarlet lip takes it 
to the next level.
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Add sophistication with 
simple classic styles

CHIC

KARLIE 
KLOSS

Office

HEELS $130 
TOPSHOP

(02) 8072 9300

SKIRT $99.95 
FRENCH CONNECTION

FRENCHCONNECTION.COM.AU
CULOTTES

$129.95 SEED 
SEEDHERITAGE.COM

LOAFERS
$76 ASOS
ASOS.COM

EARRINGS
$99 NAJO

NAJO.COM.AU

BAG $33 
NEXT 

NEXT.COM.AU

SHIRT $305 
T BY ALEXANDER WANG

NET-A-PORTER.COM

COAT $599 MORRISON
MORRISONSHOP.COM

PANTS $89.95 
SPORTSGIRL

SPORTSGIRL.COM.AU
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EARRINGS
$79 MEZI

THEDARKHORSE.
COM.AU

BANGLE $189
SAMANTHA WILLS

SAMANTHAWILLS.COM

POUCH $99
MON PURSE X JODI

MONPURSE.COM

WATCH $310
CALVIN KLEIN

(03) 8844 3300

JACKET $599.95
WITCHERY

WITCHERY.COM.AU

TOP $69.95 SEED
SEEDHERITAGE.COM

BOOTS $76
PUBLIC DESIRE

ASOS.COM

SHIRT $129.95
WITCHERY

WITCHERY.COM.AU

COAT $600
ONCE WAS

ONCEWAS.COM.AU

TOTE $299.95 TDE
THEDAILYEDITED.COM

SUNNIES $386
SAINT LAURENT
FARFETCH.COM

PANTS $109.95 
SPORTSGIRL

SPORTSGIRL.COM.AU

MIRANDA 
KERR

MARGOT 
ROBBIE

NEW 
YORK 
STREET 
STYLE
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AM to PM
Take one statement piece and dress it up or down

COMBO
During the day, layer a tee 

underneath and add a touch of 
masculinity with a relaxed blazer 
and brogues. After dark, swap to 
a metallic jacket and accessorise 

with a box clutch and block heels. 

BY 
DAY...

BY 
NIGHT...

BLAZER $99 TOPSHOP
(02) 8072 9300

Top$249.99THURLEY THURLEY.COM.AU

Pants$299.99THURLEY THURLEY.COM.AU

OK! LIFE&STYLE

CUFF $229 
AMBER SCEATS

AMBERSCEATS.COM

BROGUES
$59.95 H&M
HM.COM/AU

BOMBER
$40 BOOHOO
BOOHOO.COM

EARRINGS $29 
THE DARK HORSE

THEDARKHORSE.COM.AU

HEELS $162 NEXT
NEXT.COM.AU

CLUTCH $49.99 COLETTE 
BY COLETTE HAYMAN

COLETTEHAYMAN.COM.AU

T-SHIRT $69.95 
TRENERY

TRENERY.COM.AU
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BLAZER

KNIT

Play it cool by day and pair your 
statement blazer with jeans and 

a white shirt. Go luxe at night with 
a silky slip and thigh-high boots.

Work your fave chunky jumper into
your day with cute sneakers and
a mini. When night falls, switch to

leather leggings and suede booties.

BY 
DAY...

BY
DAY...

BY 
NIGHT...

BY
NIGHT...

SUNNIES $79.95
WITCHERY

WITCHERY.COM.AU

Jumper$299MORRISONMORRISONSHOP.COM

SHIRT $48 WAREHOUSE
WAREHOUSE.AND

OTHERBRANDS.COM

SLIP DRESS
$83 TOPSHOP

(02) 8072 9300 

RING $119 NAJO
NAJO.COM.AU

JEANS $159 MAVI
MAVI.NET.AU

SUNNIES
$69.95 LE SPECS

LESPECS.COM

MULES $150
TOPSHOP

(02) 8072 9300

HANDBAG $999 
ALEXANDER WANG

DAVIDJONES.COM.AU

NECKLACE $149 
SAMANTHA WILLS

SAMANTHAWILLS.COM

STUDS $65 MURKANI
MURKANI.COM.AU

BOOTS $269.95
WITTNER

WITTNER.COM.AU

RING $7.99 COLETTE BY
COLETTE HAYMAN

COLETTEHAYMAN.COM.AU

SNEAKERS
$179.95 VANS

THEICONIC.COM.AU

SKIRT $99.95
WITCHERY

WITCHERY.COM.AU
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BAG $235 BA&SH
(03) 9420 1500

LEATHER LEGGINGS
$699 COUNTRY ROAD

COUNTRYROAD.COM.AU

BOOTIES $299 MIMCO
MIMCO.COM.AU

Blazer$129.95SPORTSGIRL 
SPORTSGIRL.COM.AU
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The STYLE E

ALICIA
VIKANDER

LOUIS VUITTON 

Maya says: ‘So 
simple yet so 
elegant! Her 

attention to detail  
is on point with 

a sweet braid and 
smoky brown eyes. 
Alicia is definitely 

one to watch on the  
red carpet.’

ZOË 
KRAVITZ
VALENTINO

Laura says: ‘Zoë  
is carrying this 

hard-to-wear colour 
beautifully. Keeping 

her heels and 
make-up tonal brings 

the look together.  
I’d have liked to  

see some bolder 
accessories though.’

OLIVIA
PALERMO

ELIE SAAB

Maya says: ‘The 
style queen shows 

us how to nail 
night-for-daywear! 

Olivia has taken 
sexy black lace to 

the street with  
the help of a thin 
belt and patent 

black points.’

FREIDA 
PINTO

RALPH LAUREN

Laura says:  
‘I usually love a  

white ensemble – 
especially with wide 
leg pants and a bold 

lip – but I feel like 
this is overwhelming 

Freida’s petite 
frame. The shoes 
also feel dated.’

LOOK  

OF THE 

WEEK



Who gets the
tick of approval
from OK!’s
fashion experts?DIT

KENDALL
JENNER

FENDI

Maya says: ‘We love
you, Kendall, but

I was expecting so
much more given
this was taken at

Fendi’s 90th
anniversary show.
A pretty look but
not quite right for

the occasion.’

SIENNA
MILLER

RALPH LAUREN

Laura says: ‘Sienna  
is the queen of 
sophisticated 

daywear and she’s 
done it again with 
this Ralph Lauren 
number. It’s sleek, 

fresh and cute with 
those caged heels 

and pretty side plait.’

MAYA WYSZYNSKI
AsOK!’sseniorfashioneditor,
Mayalivesandbreathesstyle,

andisalwaysdressedtoimpress!

LAURA WILSON
OK!’ssenior beauty editor points 
herperfectly manicured finger 

atthe standout stars.

MEET 
THE 

JUDGES
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KRISTEN
STEWART

JONATHAN SIMKHAI

Laura says:  
‘I’m not usually  

a big fan of 
Kristen’s fashion 
choices, but she’s 

nailed it in this sexy 
lace cut-out dress. 

It flatters her figure 
while giving a nod 
to her edgy style.’

BELLA 
HADID

GIVENCHY 

Maya says: ‘So 
beautiful and girlie! 

Everything about 
this look is pure 

perfection. From 
the slicked-back 

hair to the 
shimmering discs, 

Bella looks like 
a dreamy mermaid.’



latest trend in flats

ED’S 
PICK!

$119.95 WANTED
STYLETREAD.COM.AU

$139.95 WITCHERY
WITCHERY.COM.AU

$48 ASOS
ASOS.COM

$48 ASOS
ASOS.COM

$48 NEXT
NEXT.COM.AU

$568 PAUL ANDREW
NET-A-PORTER.COM

$69.99 FOREVE
FOREVE

$159 TRENERY
TRENERY.COM.AU

$595 PRETTY 
BALLERINAS

PRETTYBALLERINAS.
COM.AU

$13
WIT
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$159 BODEN
BODENCLOTHING.COM.AU
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STEP 1
Pull your hair into a pony
at the crown of your head
– the key to a high ponytail
is the placement. Straighten
your locks before styling
for a more polished look.

STEP 2
Holding your hair in place
with one hand, scrape your
strands up into the style
with a detangling brush to
ensure a sleek finish.

STEP 3
Secure your ponytail with
a strong-hold elastic and
then wrap a small section
of hair around it. Pin into
place with a bobby pin.

STEP 4
To make sure your ponytail
stays smooth and holds all
day, finish off with a spritz of
hairspray. This will also add
shine to your locks.
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Rachael Finch shows
us how to master this

polished, everyday pony

MAGAZINEE.COM

UPGiddy

OUTER SPACE 
FLEXIBLE HAIRSPRAY

$42 R+CO 
1300 725 122

CONTOURED BOBBY PINS
$6 FOR PACK OF 60 

BEAUTY THEORY
AMCAL.COM.AU

EPS 25MM TITANIUM HAIR 
STRAIGHTENER $129.95  ABSOLUTEHEAT

DATELINECITY.COM

LARGE DETANGLER 
BRUSH $12 

BEAUTY THEORY
AMCAL.COM.AU



Prices are Priceline’s normal national selling prices and may vary in stores or online. While stocks last. * Products available at selected stores. Call Customer Service on 1300 88 44 11 for your nearest stockist.

RENEE, PRICELINE PHARMACY 
BEAUTY ADVISOR

Change up your foundation! As we enter into the winter months our skin can become considerably 
drier. Try a more hydrating foundation to smooth over any dry skin and limit powder to the centre of 
your face. You might find you need to go down a shade for the cooler months also! 

Winter tips from our

2

3 65

Everything you need to get through this Winter in beauty.

1

1. REVLON Ultra HD Matte Lipcolor $23.95 each  2. REAL TECHNIQUES Expert Face Brush $22.99  3 OLAY Total Effects 7 in 1 Day Cream Normal SPF 15 50g $32.99
4. TRESEMME Botanique Damage Recovery Shampoo and Conditioner 750mL $10.99 each  5. *SCHOLL Velvet Smooth Wet & Dry Rechargeable Foot File $89.99   

6. NIVEA Micellar Cleansing Water 200mL $9.99   

4
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LIGHT HOLDER
$15 TARGET

ARGET.COM.AU

MAGAZINE.COM.AU
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Eclectic

Mix and match bold 
prints with classic piecesp

TEAA

TA

p

OTTOMAN $195 ROCK RIBBONS
ROCKRIBBONSECOGIFTS.COM

CUSHION $286 
BOYD BLUE

BOYDBLUE.COM

CUSHION $55 
AGNES AVENUE

AGNESAVENUE.COM.AU

GLOBE $149.95 AMALFI
AMALFIHOMEWARES.COM.AU

SOFA $5146 JARDAN
JARDAN.COM.AU

VESSEL $54.95 AMALFI
AMALFIHOMEWARES.COM.AU

VALENTINO COFFEE 
TABLE BOOK

$848 ASSOULINE
NET-A-PORTER.COM

VASE $59.95 AMALFI
AMALFIHOMEWARES.COM.AU

LAMP $69 IKEA
IKEA.COM/AU

CUSHION $35 
DOWN THAT LITTLE LANE

DOWNTHATLITTLELANE.COM.AU

TRAY $144.95 
J.ELLIOT HOME
ZANUI.COM.AU

RADIO $422 REVO
MRPORTER.COM
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THROW $190 
BAREFOOT GYPSY

BAREFOOTGYPSY.COM.AU



POLISHED STYLE
MAKE THE SCHOLL VELVET SMOOTH NAIL CARE SYSTEM PART OF YOUR BEAUTY 
ROUTINE AND ENJOY BEAUTIFUL, HEALTHY-LOOKING NAILS EFFORTLESSLY

STEP 1 Put the
replaceable file head on
the nail pen. Switch it on
by choosing your desired
speed (from two speed
options) and file nails
to your desired shape.

STEP 2 Put on
the buff head to even
out imperfections
and smooth the nail
surface. This prepares
nails for Step 3.

STEP 3 Put on the
shine head and polish
the nail surface in a
circular motion. Apply light
pressure for best results.

STEP 4  Finish with 
Scholl Velvet Smooth Nail 
Care Oil – a rich seven-oil 
complex to nourish nails 
and cuticles. 

WWW.SCHOLL.COM.AU

Beautiful nails are always 
in style. Keep yours in top 
condition with the Scholl 
Velvet Smooth Nail Care 
system. This electronic nail 
pen, with three replaceable 
heads, works beautifully 
with Scholl’s Velvet Smooth 
Nail Care Oil to give your 
nails a polished, healthy-
looking glow. And it’s so 
simple to use:

APPLY A RICH NAIL AND 
CUTICLE OIL REGULARLY 

TO KEEP YOUR NAILS 
LOOKING THEIR BEST.

ADVERTISING



Get Julianne’s
AMAZING ABS
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You don’t drink alcohol,
smoke or drink coffee
– is that the secret to
your amazing skin?
Of course. What you eat
doesn’t just affect your
body, it can also affect
how your skin looks.
How do you get
the most out of
your workouts?
First of all, hydrate.
Drinking plenty of water,

especially before a
workout, can help you
push harder and get
more out of your routine.
What’s your best advice
for beating those
hunger cravings?
Protein is my go-to
whenever I start having
cravings. It fills me up.
It’s a great muscle fuel.
How do you stay chilled
in between workouts?
I make it a priority to
get eight hours’ sleep
a night. I also love to

relax with my kids.
You always look
so happy. Does
exercise play
a part?
Dance has always
been a huge part
of my life and

taking the time to
move my body is key.

‘Ialwayscarry
fruitand

vegieswithme
asasnack,’

saysJLo

OK! LIFE&STYLE

The 46-year-old star shares her secrets
to looking hot and achieving radiant skin

GLOW LIKE JLO!

We’ve been envying
Hough’s rock-hard a
some time. The sec
Quality, not quantit
trainer, Erica Hood
matter how many r
can do, but that you
proper form,’ Erica
on juliannehough.c

Julianne
Hough’s trainer
on how to get
crop-top ready

CELEB SKIN GURU WENDY ROWE 
TELLS HOW TO GLOW FROM WITHIN

SKIN
SUPERFOODS

Berries
Strawberries 

are high in
amin C, helping 

boost your
collagen

ction.

Tomatoes
Tomatoes are 

rich in lycopene,
an age-fighting

antioxidant.Full ats’
to n your
skin, avos also
make a great  

face mask!

Jennifer Lopez: 

Parsley
Parsley’s 

vitamin K and 
zinc reduces 

undereye circles, 
and combats 

redness.

HEALTH
Food and
fitness for
the body
beautiful

g Julianne
abs for
ret?
ty, says her
. ‘It doesn’t

reps you
u execute
explains 

com.

‘One that hits all three zones is
bicycle crunches! Try them at
a slow tempo for 25 reps, thenn 
speed it up for 50 reps.’

a t o t

Walnuts 
Walnuts 

have anti-
inflammatory
wers prove

help wihh
Bananas

Packed with 
vitamins A, C  

and B6, bananas 
are a great

naturally sweet 
treat

r 
treat.treat.

Salmon
The omega-3 

in salmon gives 
your skin’s collagen 

and elastin 
production 

a boost.

Eggs
Eggs are 

high in vitamins 
A and D. Plus, an 

eggwhite face 
mask can help  

repair skin.
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COELIAC DISEASE

KIDNEY HEALTH



4
SERVES

PIES
Dish up one of these crowd-

pleasers on a cold winter’s night

OK! LIFE&STYLE

Perfect

INGREDIENTS 

•2 tbsp vegetable oil

•2 onions, finely sliced

•2 garlic cloves, finely chopped

•1kg lamb shoulder, cubed

•1 tbsp Moroccan seasoning mix

•2 cups beef stock

•Grated zest of 2 lemons

• 11⁄2 sheets frozen shortcrust 
pastry, thawed 

•2 tbsp chopped coriander

• 11⁄2 sheets frozen puff pastry, 
thawed 

•1 egg, lightly beaten

•2 tsp cumin seeds

•Roasted pumpkin wedges, to serve

METHOD
1 In a large saucepan, heat oil on  
high. Sauté onion and garlic for 2-3 
minutes or until tender. Add lamb 
and seasoning, and cook for 5-6 
minutes, stirring, until evenly 
browned. 2 Stir in stock and zest. 
Reduce heat to medium. Simmer, 
covered, for 1 hour. Remove lid and 
simmer for a further 25-30 minutes 
or until lamb is tender and sauce 
thickened. Allow to cool. 3 Preheat 
oven to 180°C. Line a 20cm round 
pie dish with shortcrust pastry, 
joining sheets to fit. Trim edges. Fill 
with scrunched foil. Bake blind for  
10 minutes or until base is golden. 
4 Increase heat to 200°C. Spoon 
filling into pastry. Sprinkle with 
coriander. 5 Join puff pastry 
together and trim to a circle, large 
enough to cover pie filling. Position 
on pie, pressing around edges to 
seal. Brush with egg and sprinkle 
with seeds. Use a sharp knife to make 
an air vent. 6 Bake for about 15-20 
minutes or until puffed and golden 
Serve in wedges with roast pumpkin. 

MOROCCAN 
LAMB PIE

TIP
For an authentic 

Moroccan flavour, 
use chopped 

preserved lemon 
rind in place of 

fresh.



FAMILY SHEPHERD’S PIE
INGREDIENTS
•2 tbsp olive oil

•1 onion, chopped

•1 garlic clove, crushed

•500g beef mince

•450g jar tomato passata

•125g mushrooms, sliced

•1 celery stalk, chopped

•1 carrot, chopped

•1 zucchini, chopped

•2 cups beef stock or water

•1 tbsp Worcestershire sauce

• Crusty bread and vegetables, 
to serve

Topping

• 4 medium potatoes, cooked, 
mashed 

•2 parsnips, cooked, mashed 

•1 cup grated tasty cheese

METHOD
1 In a large frying pan, heat oil 
on high. Sauté onion and garlic 
for about 2-3 minutes or until 
tender. Add mince and cook for 

about 5-6 minutes, or until 
evenly browned, breaking  
up lumps. 2 Stir in passata, 
vegetables, stock and sauce. 
Simmer for 35-40 minutes, 
stirring occasionally, until 
reduced. 3 Preheat oven to 
180°C. 4 Meanwhile, to make 
the topping, place potatoes 
and parsnips in a large 
saucepan and cover with cold 
water. Bring to the boil on high 
and cook for 20-25 minutes or 
until tender. Drain well and 
mash. Season. 5 Spoon mince 
mixture into a 6-cup casserole 
dish. Spread over the topping, 
roughing up surface with a fork. 
Sprinkle with cheese. Bake for 
15-20 minutes or until golden 
and bubbling. Serve with crusty 
bread and extra vegetables.

TIP Mash potato and parsnips 
with a little milk or cream and 
butter, if desired.

4
SERVES

MEXICAN BEEF PIE
INGREDIENTS
•Oil spray

•1 tbsp olive oil

•1 onion, finely chopped

•500g beef mince

•140g tub tomato paste

•40g packet burrito seasoning

•400g can diced tomatoes

• 420g can kidney beans, 
rinsed, drained

• 420g can corn kernels, 
drained

•4 tortillas 

•1⁄2 cup grated tasty cheese

• Corn chips and sour cream,  
to serve

Salsa

• 1 avocado, seeded, peeled, 
chopped

•6 cherry tomatoes, halved

•1 green onion, finely chopped

METHOD
1 Preheat oven to 180°C. Spray 
a 20cm pie dish with oil. 2 In 
a large saucepan, heat olive oil 
on high. Sauté onion for 1-2 

minutes or until tender. Add 
mince and cook for 4-5 minutes, 
or until well browned, breaking 
up lumps. 3 Stir in tomato paste 
and seasoning mix and cook  
for 1-2 minutes. Add tomatoes, 
beans and corn. Reduce heat  
to medium and simmer for 5-10 
minutes or until sauce thickens.  
4 Meanwhile, heat tortillas in 
a microwave on medium (50%) 
power for 1 minute or until soft. 
Arrange tortillas in the pie dish, 
overlapping to form a shell. 
Spray with oil. Bake for about 
10-15 minutes or until golden.  
5 Spoon hot mince mixture into 
shell. Top with cheese. Bake for 
4-5 minutes or until cheese 
melts. 6 Meanwhile, to make the 
salsa, combine all ingredients in 
a small bowl. 7 Scatter salsa over 
pie. Serve topped with corn 
chips and dollops of sour cream.

TIP To make individual pies, 
line each hole of a Texas muffin 
pan with a tortilla.

6
SERVES
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1. THE POLICE GOT INVOLVED!
Fans know that paparazzi were a very
real problem for production this year,

and art director Richard Jensen reveals 
that police were called. ‘[The paps] 

used drones, and to film with them on 
private property you need a CASA

permit [a special flight permit],
which they didn’t have.’

SET SECRETS 
EXPOSED!

OK! UNCOVERS WHAT REALLY GOES ON BEHIND THE SCENES

tv

5. WHAT THE  
GIRLS CAN PACK
While mobile phones are left 
at home, contender Keira 
Maguire, 29, says the ladies are 
encouraged to bring lots of 
outfits. ‘We can bring two 
20kg bags, so two big suitcases 
full of clothes,’ she says. 

6. THEY CAN  
ORDER PIZZA
While contact with  
the outside world  
is limited, the girls  
can take a night off 
cooking for themselves

and order pizza… they
just can’t answer the door

1 THE POLICE GOT INVOLVED!

WHAT’S HOT THIS WEEK

IN ENTERTAINMENT

THE

GUIDE

7. STYLING WENT CRAY CRAY  
WITH THE FLOWERS 

More faux flowers were sourced to dress  
the outer-Sydney abode than ever before, 

with the 14-strong art department 
purchasing all the fake bougainvillea 

available in Australia. A week was spent 
setting up the gardens, and another three 
weeks on dressing the ‘moroshcan’ (a mix 
of Tuscan and Moroccan) themed abode.

3. EXPENSIVE  
DRINKING HABITS

While our new Bach Richie 
Strahan, 31, tells OK! his drink 

of choice is ‘water’, the girls 
who opt for an alcoholic 

beverage at the cocktail party 
have access to champagne, 

sauvignon blanc and cabernet 
sauvignon. The lucky ladies 

get to drink these out of 
ruby-stained goblets valued  

at a whopping $450 each.

Five hundred 
to 600 roses 
are used 
throughout 
each season of 
The Bachelor

!

t

s

 
2. HOW LONG 

DO THE COCKTAIL 
PARTIES AND ROSE 

CEREMONIES GO FOR?
Some beauties reveal that their first 

night filming was ‘very, very long’, but 
Warner Bros’ head of entertainment 

says they try to wrap the cocktail 
party after 3.5 hours max, while 

the rose ceremony usually 
lasts about 1.5 hours.  

 
4. IT WAS 

ALWAYS RICHIE!
A few names from last year’s 

Bachelorette series (hey, 
Michael Turnbull) were thrown 

around as potential leading man 
candidates for the fourth season, 

but the show’s head of 
entertainment says ‘no other 

guys’ from the show were 
ever in contention. 



The top seven MasterChef home
cooks were serious about getting  
as much experience as they could 
during their two-week trip to 
California – and naturally that called 
for a lot of eating. ‘Any downtime 
we had we were just smashing it – 
we never passed up an opportunity 
to eat,’ shares Matt Sinclair, 27. And 
that included venturing into some 
questionable territory! ‘There was 
this one taco truck that was right in 
the ghetto. As we were walking off, 
we walked past the liquor store  
and saw it had bullet holes in the 
window. When the driver came to 
pick us up he was like, ‘What are you
guys doing here?!”’

TO STOP THESE FOODIES!

Trent and Matt 
humoured 
Brett, a big fan 
of The Doors, 
by taking this 
happy snap on 
the Hollywood 
Walk of Fame

‘Every ounce of free time 

that we had we were out 

and about and eating,’ 

shares Matt

Elise, along with the other contenders, was a massive 
fan of the US food trucks

MasterChef’s final 
seven: Elena, Matt, 
Harry, Brett, Trent, 

Mimi and Elise 

UU LLLLL HOLLEESES WERRENENEN GGOIN

WE HIT UP
THE GHETTO! 

MasterChef on tour  

10. OSHER’S HAIR IS 
STILL ON POINT

Host Osher Günsberg’s 
mop is so renowned, it 

has its own following, 
and fans will be pleased 
to know it’s back in fine 

form this season. ‘I leave 
my hair up to Carla Mico, 

my hair and make-up 
machine, but I think 

people aren’t going to be 
disappointed,’ says the 

42-year-old. ‘Give the 
people what they want!’

● The poor girls who
don’t make it past the
first rose ceremony 
don’t even get to 
unpack their bags.
● Once the roses  
have been handed  
out on the first night, 
the ladies head inside 
to sort out which of  
the mansion’s four 
bedrooms they’ll be 
sharing for the  
coming weeks. 
● A ‘surprise’ feature  
takes pride of place  
in the middle of the 
frontyard fountain  
to welcome the ladies 
as they arrive. 

9. FIRST IMPRESSIONS

8. THE NEW ‘INTERNATIONAL’ HOUSE
Production feels that the new house is closer, in both looks 
and feel to the ‘international’ versions of the franchise. 

he space that the crew now 
ave to play with includes two 
ams, a helicopter pad, a 
ennis court and a vineyard, 
nd there are two turrets 
rom where some of the many 

cameramen are able to film.

Watch The Bachelor 
Wednesday & 

Thursday from July 27 
on Channel 10

and feel,, too tthehe ininteteernrnrnatattioionan l
Th
hah
dad
te
aan
fr
c

Watch MasterChef Sunday-
Thursday, 7.30pm on Channel 10



drama Suits

sombre turn  
ek when  
six hits screens 
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What will happen to Mike and
Rachel (Meghan Markle)?
We’ve shot a couple of scenes 
together… but ultimately, for 
Rachel, it’s a great season because 
her story is not about how she can 
service Mike or take care of Mike 
or keep Mike’s secret.

Will this be the final season?
I feel like we’re towards the end.  
We can feel it. We can feel the story 
wanting to figure out what its 
conclusion is, but you never know!

ON SCRUBS FOR THE SUITS
D HE COULDN’T BE HAPPIER

Quinn on Unreal, but in real life
Constance Zimmer, 45, assures
us she’s not a mean girl. ‘Fans

are super, super trepidatious to
walk up to me… [It’s like]

somebody trying to walk up to
a rattlesnake,’ she admits.

‘I always turn around… I hug
them and take selfies with

them and then it’s like, “You’re
nothing like your character.”’

hShShShS ee llllplplayayss aa s rroducucerer

PEOPLE A
SCARED OF ME!

Are the behind-the-scenes antics
on Unreal at all like those on its 
reality counterpart The Bachelor?
Shiri Appleby, 37, who plays Rachel 
Goldberg, says yes! She describes 
the storylines, which are inspired 
by actual Bach events, as ‘exactly 
right’. And why wouldn’t they be, 
with former US Bachelor producer 
Sarah Gertrude Shapiro on board 
as the show’s co-creator? As Shiri 
explains, attempts by the Bach 
camp to discredit the ‘reality’ of 
Unreal is proof the show has it 
nailed. ‘They were offended, so 
that [way] we knew we were telling 
the truth… we take that as a huge 
compliment, actually,’ she grins. 

Patrick’s happy that his 
character’s secret is 
out. ‘It’s like graduating 
high school or 
something,’ he says

HOW 
REAL IS 

UNREAL? Watch Unreal  
Tuesdays on Stan

Constance ZimmeW
E

erBUZZBUZZBUZZ
SHOW
OF THE

MO!
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takes a
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Watch Suits  
Thursday, 8.30pm on 

Universal Channel

      I HATE 
THE SUIT!

Patrick  
J.  Adams

WEDDING 
BELLS

Patrick and his fiancée, 
Pretty Little Liars star Troian 

Bellisario, are hoping to tie the 
knot by the end of the year, and 

Pat can’t wait. ‘We’ve been 
together for eight years so 

we’re excited to actually 
be married,’ he 

says.



DEMOLITION
Jake Gyllenhaal fans are going to
love this heart-tugger. The hunky
actor carries the story about
unhinged widower Davis Mitchell,
who tries to find solace from his
pain in the kindness of stranger 
Karen (Naomi Watts).

AT
AUSTRALIAN
SPELLING BEE
Hosts Chrissie Swan and Grant
Denyer have returned, with 36
youngsters between the ages of
eight and 13 ready to put their
superior spelling skills to the test.

GHOSTBUSTERS
Funny ladies Melissa McCarthy
and Kristen Wiig take charge of
the Ghostbusters remake, and
32 years on, the ghost-catching
business is even more hilarious.
Plus, they’ve got Chris Hemsworth
as their secret weapon – booyah!

A
Scare yourself silly with this
eight-episode series about
amysterious lab creature on the
loose and a missing kid, with
Winona Ryder in the starring role.
It’s set in 1983 Indiana, so major
’80s nostalgia is guaranteed.2

3
4

5Sunday, 6.30pm, Channel 10In cinemas now

In cinemas now From July 15 on Netflix

OK!’S TOP PICKS FOR THIS WEEK’S HOTTEST SHOWS AND FLICKS…

Must WatchTHE

NEW GIRL
As far as weddings go, New Girl knows
how to throw one! The season five finale,
which warmly invites us to Schmidt (Max
Greenfield) and Cece’s (Hannah Simone)
big day, is pure, unadulterated fun. From
a stuck-on-a-plane groom, to Reagan’s
(Megan Fox) eye-rolling return and
some top-class mushy moments, this  

1

Thursday, 8pm, ELEVEN
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10

11

12 13

14 15

16 17 18 19

20 21

22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29

30 31

32 33

34 35 36

ACROSS
1 Charlize Theron has been cast as a
villain in the next __ & Furious film (4)

3 Now You See Me 2 and The Social
Network actor, __ Eisenberg (5)

6 US TV award with two categories, 
Primetime and Daytime (4)

11 Natalie Portman’s role in Star
Wars: Episode I – The Phantom
Menace, Queen __ (7)

12 Host of TV show You’re Back
in the Room, __ Somers (5)

13 SBS newsreader, Lee Lin __ (4)

14 Michael Fassbender’s character
in the X-Men film franchise (7)

16 Action sequel starring Megan Fox
and Will Arnett, Teenage Mutant
__ Turtles: Out of the Shadows (5)

18 Sacha Baron Cohen’s gay Austrian
fashion reporter character (5)

20 Famous catchphrase from TV’s
Hawaii Five-0, ‘Book ’em __’ (5)

21 Meryl Streep and Julia Roberts
drama, August: __ County (5)

22 Oscar-winning Walk the Line star,
__ Witherspoon (pictured) (5)

25 Musical al
a cappella groups, __ Perfect (5)
27 Blake Lively and Michiel Huisman
romantic drama, The Age of __ (7)
30 French designer, Christian __ (4)
31 One Direction’s __ Horan (5)
33 Children’s animated fantasy film,
How __ Your Dragon (2,5)
34 Bruce Willis plays __ McClane
in the Die Hard film series (4)
35 Australia’s first Bachelorette who
now co-hosts a radio show, Sam __ (5)
36 UK adventurer, __ Grylls (4)

DOWN
1 Animated sequel with Ellen
DeGeneres as the voice of the
amnesiac main character (7,4)
2 Ozzy Osbourne’s wife (6)
4 Home and Away actor who played
River Boy Heath Braxton, Dan __ (5)
5 Kenny star, __ Jacobson (5)
7 Walden Schmidt and Alan Harper
live in a mansion in this LA city (6)
8 Comedy starring Jim Carrey
and Zooey Deschanel, __ Man (3)

9 G who voices
Teresa Taco in animated comedy
Sausage Party, __ Hayek (5)
10 Taylor Lautner’s character in the
Twilight movie series, __ Black (5)
15 Ian __ stars as Damon Salvatore
in The Vampire Diaries (11)
17 Iconic film character played by
Renée Zellweger, Bridget __ (5)
19 Joe Mantegna’s role in TV drama
series Criminal Minds, David __ (5)
23 The Lord of the Rings and
Wilfred actor, __ Wood (6)
24 Will Smith and his son starred
in the sci-fi flick, After __ (5)
25 Gothic horror series set in
Victorian-era London and starring
Timothy Dalton, __ Dreadful (5)
26 Lead singer of rap rock band
Gym Class Heroes, __ McCoy (6)
28 Animation with a green ogre and
Princess Fiona, Shrek Forever __ (5)
29 UK actor who plays Zanik
Hightopp in Alice Through the
Looking Glass, Rhys __ (5)
32 Kunal Nayyar’s role on The Big
Bang Theory, __ Koothrappali (3)
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LIBRA
SEP 24 – OCT 23

Having a clear idea of who you
wish to be in the world and

dealing with unresolved issues
will put you in an ideal position

to manifest what you want,
thanks to the positive energy
coming your way. The more

decisive you are, the better off
you’ll be. Otherwise, problems

will arise, so be warned!
This week’s mantra:

It’s decision time.

CANCER
JUN 22 – JUL 23

Nothing is going to just fall into
your lap, no matter how much
you want it to. Being clear and
facing the reality of how things
are will put you in a position to
create change. Keep an eye on

the people you work with or
their negativity could begin to
rub off on you. Try to exit stage

right as much as you can!
This week’s mantra:

I face reality.

CAPRICORN
DEC 22 – JAN 20

Expect a burst of energy
to come your way this week.
Whatever you do, don’t allow
others to hold you back from
doing what you want. If you

choose to face your unresolved
issues now, it will create a more
positive journey for the rest of
the year. Stop negative self-talk

and focus on what you want.
This week’s mantra:

I lay the groundwork now.

ARIES
MAR 21 – APR 20

If money is the main thing that’s
been preventing you from

making necessary change, take
the time to get your finances in

order. Be clear about what
matters to you – this will help

you make better choices. If your
actions involve others, it’s crucial

you find a way to make things 
work for everyone.

This week’s mantra:
I know what’s important.

SCORPIO
OCT 24 – NOV 22

Take the time to look at how
past actions have created your

present. As you know, when
you previously experienced

a positive outcome to a
challenge, it was because you

based your choices on what was
best for you. This week, if you

choose to do what others want,
frustration will follow.
This week’s mantra:
I put my needs first.

LEO
JUL 24 – AUG 23

Keeping your cool is very
important this week as you’ll

find yourself being challenged
from all sides. It’s also essential
to create balance from within.

Remember, for things to
change, first you have to

change yourself. Try to hold
your own and be as clear
as you can be with others.

This week’s mantra:
It’s time for balance.

AQUARIUS
JAN 21 – FEB 19

Sometimes being analytical
comes in handy – and now is
one of those times. Your best
course of action? Lay all your

cards on the table! Saying
goodbye to old ways of thinking

will prove challenging, but
sometimes the Universe pushes

us to make changes. It’s time
to go for what you want.

This week’s mantra:
I look to the future.

TAURUS
APR 21 – MAY 21

It’s time to reassess all areas of
your life and take the necessary

steps to create positive
changes. Otherwise, you’ll find
yourself in a state of emotional
turmoil. Keep your lips zipped

when it comes to sharing
important information with

others – wait until all is signed, 
sealed and delivered.
This week’s mantra:

I bite my tongue.

SAGITTARIUS
NOV 23 – DEC 21

It’s best to think things through
before making any big

decisions. Keep in mind, Saturn
will support you if you decide to

deal with lingering personal
issues. Trusting your gut is

important, otherwise you’ll find
yourself doing things to make

others happy. But just sitting on
the fence won’t help either.

This week’s mantra:
Careful consideration is key. 

VIRGO
AUG 24 – SEP 23

Don’t delay putting ideas
into action this week. Being in

control of your emotions is
important, and whatever comes

up between you and other
people needs to be recognised

for what it is. Understanding
the game being played will
put you in the power seat.

Enjoy the ride!
This week’s mantra:

Bring it on. 

PISCES
FEB 20 – MAR 20

Try to make the most of the
positive energy paying you

a visit right now by being open
to anything and everything.
If you feel like everything is
being turned upside down,
rest assured, this is a good

thing! Your life is simply going
through a much-needed

shake-up.
This week’s mantra:
Opportunity awaits.

GEMINI
MAY 22 – JUN 21

Focus your energy on your
health and fitness, but keep it

in balance – forever the
perfectionist, you can become
quite pedantic when you set
your mind to something! This

week, the planets will help you
create what you want. And by
taking action, you’ll be much

happier by month’s end.
This week’s mantra:

It’s action time.

HOROSCOPES
WONDER WHAT’S IN STORE FOR YOU? OK!’S INTUITIVE ASTROLOGER  

TO THE STARS, TEYMARA, TELLS ALL. WWW.TEYMARA.COM

KRISTEN

BELL
celebrates her
36th birthday

on July 18

FOLLOW TEYMARA ON FACEBOOK FOR DAILY MANTRAS, INSIGHTS AND MORE, FACEBOOK.COM/TEYMARA.ANTONIOWRIGHT
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A D V E R T O R I A L

FabBUYS
IT’S A MIRACLE! 

Pantene Pro-V 
3 Minute Miracle 

Daily Moisture 
Renewal Shampoo and 

Conditioner off ers a 
daily dose of moisture 
for dry, damaged hair. 

The intensive Pro-V 
formula penetrates 
into the hair’s core 

and helps repair three 
months of damage 

in three minutes 
for hair that’s soft er 

and shinier.
VISIT PANTENE.COM.AU. 

AVAILABLE AT ALL LEADING 
PHARMACIES AND SUPERMARKETS. 

RRP $7.99 FOR 180ML

Everything the OK! girl needs right now!

NATURAL ALL-ROUNDER

Aldi’s Just Organic Extra Virgin Coconut Oil can be used 
as a replacement for vegetable oil when cooking, as well 

as a body lotion, natural hair conditioner, eye make-up 
remover and even a frizz tamer for hair!

VISIT ALDI.COM.AU

SOFT, SMOOTH 
HANDS

Bioten Perfect Hands 
hand creams are 

enriched with 100% 
natural ingredients 
and the Nutri Moist 

48H advanced 
moisturising complex 

for immediate and 
prolonged hydration 
for up to 48 hours. 

Choose the one 
that suits your skin’s 
needs: moisturising, 
nourishing, repairing 

or anti-ageing. 

AVAILABLE FROM CHEMIST 
WAREHOUSE FOR $3.99 EACH. 
CHEMISTWAREHOUSE.COM.AU

A FRESH START
ColourB4 Hair Colour Remover is an eff ective way 

to remove unwanted hair colour and colour build-up. 
It’s safe and gentle on locks, with no ammonia or bleach. 

AVAILABLE FROM COLES AND PRICELINE. VISIT COLOURB4.COM 



KARLIE 
KLOSS

KENDALL
JENNER

& HAILEY 
BALDWIN

ROSIE HUNTINGTON-
WHITELEY

S FROM
HE BIZ

THE

MIX

R

BOOZING

BAD BOYFRIENDS

LEAN-CUT  BEAUS

SMOKING

SNAP
F T

C

HEALTHY LIVING

EXERCISE

MIRANDA KERR & EVAN SPIEGEL

ALESSANDRA 
AMBROSIO

KATE 
MOSS

LINDA 
EVANGELISTA

NAOMI 
CAMPBELL 

& CINDY 
CRAWFORD I

was just saying those were the days,
weren’t they? It was so much fun!’
reminisced Kate Moss recently. The 
retired runway model seems a little 
nostalgic for her glory days when the 
bubbly was always flowing. ‘I don’t do 

fashion shows… the last time I went to 

a fashion show, I asked for a glass of
champagne and they didn’t have any!
The nerve!’ says the 42-year-old. ‘It’s just 
a completely different world now; the 
girls get up and go swimming at six in the 
morning.’ We really couldn’t see Kate 
doing that in her heyday!

KATE MOSS & 
JOHNNY DEPP

SUPERMODEL
Evolution of the

THEN NOWFROM BOOZE AND BAD BOYS TO YOGA 
AND JUICES, HOW TIMES HAVE CHANGED!



The model carries around a bag of
her own baby and wisdom teeth for
luck, revealing she was once stopped
at US customs. ‘They were probably
thinking I was li d !’

Before a concert, the Coldplay singer has
to make sure his pearly whites are clean.
‘I have to brush my teeth before I go on
stage, otherwise I don’t feel like I am

h ’ he says. Um, alright Chris.

‘I’m kind of OCD,’ the Game of Thrones
star admits. ‘I have to touch the outside
of a plane three times before I get in.’ 
And that’s not all – the actor carries around 
a lucky pen he’s had since childhood!

The actress has a specific pre-flight routine.
‘I have to walk on with my right foot first
and tap the outside of the plane.’

SUPERSTITIO

It seems poor
34, is having a
landing herse
so she’s decid
drastic measu
she doesn’t s
of her days si

‘Britney ha
her dad Jamie
show about a
husband,’ say
‘She’s a huge
Bachelor and
would be sup

Jamie, who
for Britney th
ordered cons
rejected the
promised he’
the future’. W

She’s one of the
world’s hottest bikin
babes, but Chrissy
Teigen’s swimming
skills aren’t up to
scratch. ‘I can’t swim
but I’m trying to
learn for Luna,’ the
30-year-old admits.
But hubby John 
Legend won’t be 
much help! ‘John 
can’t swim either,
and we don’t want
to be helpless in any
way, so we’re going
to try to learn.’

THESE CELEBS HAVE SOME VERY INTERESTING RITUALS… 

s smuggling drugs!’ smart enough,’

r Britney Spears,
a hard time
elf a new man,
ded to take
ures to ensure
pend the rest
ngle!
s been begging
e to do a reality
search for a

ys an insider.
fan of The
thinks it

er-fun.’
o calls the shots
hanks to a court-
servatorship, has
idea – but ‘he’s
ll consider it in

We’d watch that!

s 

HEIDI KLUM CHRIS MARTIN KIT HARINGTON

JENNIFER ANISTON

BRITNEY 
Bachelorette

CHRISSY TEIGEN:

ni

m,

y
‘I have no 
fear of 
water,’ 
Chrissy 
insists

Mummy’s little mermaid 
Luna is destined to be 

a waterbaby – unlike  
her parents
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THESE STARS’ OTT NUPTIAL
CRINGE-WORTHY AT BE

THE

BRITNEY  
& KEVIN
Britney Spears and Kevin 
Federline exchanged 
vows in an intimate 
ceremony at their 
wedding planner’s home 
in 2004 – even donning 
matching velour trackies 
for the afterparty!

While some A-listers go to 
great lengths to keep their 
weddings a private affair, 
these celebrities didn’t seem 
to mind sharing their special 
days with their fans. And even 
with loads of cash to splash on 
the big event, they managed to 
prove that all the money in the 
world can’t buy you class! 

From Mariah Carey’s 
Cinderella-esque horse-drawn 
glass carriage (complete with 
uniformed footmen, of course), 

to Pamela Anderso
Swarovski crystal-e
tiara and diamond-
Jimmy Choos, and
Kardashian’s $13.3 m
worth of borrowed
jewellery for her
nuptials to second
husband Kris 
Humphries, these 
stars have set a 
very high standard
for over-the-top 
dream weddings!

POSH 
& BECKS

At their 1999 reception, 
Victoria and David 

Beckham sat on matching 
gold thrones. Well, they 

are practically British 
royalty…

PAMELA 
& KID

In true rock’n’roll style, 
Pamela Anderson and 

Kid Rock tied the knot on 
a luxury yacht in 2006, 

before the bride changed 
into a bikini and  

sailor hat. 

LS ARE
ST…

on’s
encrusted
studded
Kim
million 

d 

celeb wedding

MY BIG  
FAT CRAZY



MARIAH & NICK
To celebrate their fifth 
wedding anniversary in 
2013, Mariah Carey and 
Nick Cannon shut down 
Disneyland for the night 

to renew their vows. 
The lavish ceremony 
was topped off with 

a Cinderella-style carriage 
and fireworks. Obvs.

JUSTIN & JESSICA
Jessica Biel decided to forgo tradition, 
opting for a baby pink wedding gown, which 
she showed off in this awkward 2012 cover 
shot with new hubby Justin Timberlake. The 
groom reveals he serenaded his blushing 
bride as she walked down the aisle. ‘It was 
an original piece I wrote specifically for the 
evening and for her,’ he says of the song.

J
J
o
s
s
g
b
a
e

KIM & KRIS
Kim Kardashian wore 
three wedding gowns  
for her 2011 nuptials to 
Kris Humphries, said 
to be worth around 
$80,000 in total. Most 
people’s entire weddings 
don’t cost that much!
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HEIDI 
& SEAL

For one of their yearly 
vow renewals, Heidi Klum 

and Seal had a ‘white trash’ 
themed party in 2009, 

with an Elvis 
impersonator to 

officiate. 



THE

THESE SISTERS KNOW THE COST-PER-WEAR RATIO
WOR S DIVIDED BY TWO

HILARY & 
HAYLIE DUFF

Twinsies! The
Duff ladies

know a good
accessory
when they

see one.

BELLA &
GIGI HADID

They have
the same

supermodel
job, so why

not have the
same clothes,

too?

KOURTNEY 
& KHLOÉ

KARDASHIAN
& KYLIE
JENNER

If your sister’s
got it, flaunt it.

Right?

VIDED BY TWO…S BETTER WHEN IT

DUCHESS 
HERINE & PIPPA 
MIDDLETON

Repeat borrowers  
Kate and Pippa  
clearly have an  
open-wardrobe 

policy! 

R

BEYONCÉ  
& SOLANGE 
KNOWLES

Investing in a killer coat 
paid off for this pair. 
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Apple, the Apple logo and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

140 TRIED AND TESTED GOURMET FAST RECIPES
SHOPPING LIST / HOW-TO VIDEOS & MORE!

BIG ON FLAVOUR,  
SHORT ON EFFORT

Search for Gourmet Fast on the

FREE!




